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yard. Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.
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Mountain Tea
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Busy Peopl·.

Brians Qoliea Health and Renew«d Vigor.

A s*x»ciHc for Constipation. Iri'l'iresUon. Live
Trouble*, Pimples. Eczema, Impure
an·!
Blood. Bad Breath. Shwsli BowrWs, Hi-adaclir
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GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR FALLOW PEOPLE

Homo Laundry.
Ladles'

Washings Wanted.

Shirt Waists and Skirts

a

Specialty.

Work done in the best manner.
34 Hill Street,
South Paris.

Wanted.
All kinds of Pulp Wood the coming year. Correspondence solicited.
H. D. COLE,
Bryant's Pond, Me.

April 12th, 1905.
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Bread Loaf Stock Farm, the magnificent estate of Hon. Joseph Battel! of
Middlebury, Vt., is the largest Morgan
breeding establishment in the world.
In its spacious stables are quartered
upwards of three score finely bred
registered Morgans, amoug the nuoi
ber being several of the most noted ani·
mais of the breed.
Geueral Gates, the beautiful black
stallion pictured on the first page of
The New England Farmer, is the premier sire at Biead Loaf. He was foaled
May β, 181U. bred by Mr. Battel I, and
got by Denning Allen, 74. Gen. Gates is
a stallion of phenomenal excellence as a
Morgan sire, possessing the most graceful action m a reiuaikable degree resembling Vermont Black Hawk, aud his
colts also have the graceful contour of
form that was so marked in the colts of
Black Hawk. Gen. Gates is a horse of
the highest finish, extraordinary beauty,
15 hands, and weighs in good condition
1,040 pounds. Ue has a tine trotting
action, but was never trained for speed.
Mr. Geers, the noted trainer and driver,
said, some years ago, that everything
taken into consideration, he considered
Lord Clinton, full brother of Gen. Gctes,
one of the two best trotters that ho had
ever known; for he was one of the handsomest and most enduring, as well as
one of the fastest, aud so entirely gentle
aud manageable that a lady could drive
him at a 2:10 gait. Lord Clinton's race
record is 2:08 3-4, with trial of 2:05.
Bread Loaf Stock farms have taken
first premiums in the Morgan class at
the three world's expositions—Chicago,
Buffalo and St. Louie. At the world's
fair, Chicago, the sweepstakes for Morgan stallions was awarded to Denning
Allen, and the sweepstakes for mares
At the
was given to Columbiau Jessie.
St. Louis exposition, the It) animals exhibited by the Bread Loaf farms took 23
premiums in the Morgan classes.
Mr. Battell is the author of a history
of the Morgan horse and is the registrar
of the American Morgan Horse Register.

Look After the Pigs.
Frosty weather is coming. Cold, wet

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

James S.
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"βΡΚΚΟ THE PLOW."

Physician and Surgeon,

C.

absorbed.

Relief at One·.

days aud chilling nights are about due.
How about your pigs' sleeping quarters?
Are you going to let them sleep in the
corner of the fence? Do you know that a
pig can take cold? He can, and he feels
just as bad about it as you do when you
take cold. Your sickness costs you a
doctor's bill. Your pig's sickness costs
you at least a feed bill and means delay
in getting him to market. And the pig
may die. There is lots of straw on the
farm. Don't buru it up. it makes a
good bed for the pigs aud other stock
and costs you nothing. Have some kind
of a roof that dou't leak and besides that
do not let rain and wind blow through.
Put straw in for a warm, dry bed. The
pig pays good prices for his lodgings
every time. Did you say lumber is expensive? So are sick pigs. But did you
ever see such a thing as a straw shed?
What about that straw shed? Is it all
right to let the pigs dig holes in it and
sleep there? No, it is not all right. Your
pigs will pile up in their self-made hole
The next mornsome cold fall night.
ing you will find one or two smothered.
The rest come out steaming bot into a
chill air and the first thing you know
off
your pigs have colds, are sick and
feed ami some of them may die with
intiuenza. No, it don't pay to lodge the
pig in the fence corner, in a mud hole,
Even a man would
or in a sweat box.
not pay for such lodgings.
Do you know whether your pigs have
worms or not? Keep watch and if you
see that tbey have, mix a little copperas,
or ferrous sulphate, with their salt and
let them eat that for a few day·. One
part of copperas to ten parts of salt is
about
right.—Western Farmer and
Dairyman.

[

The milk from each lot was standardized to 4 per ceut and otherwise cared
fur in exactly the same manner. In all
:>7.^ samples from each lot were submitted t" ladies, men of the faculty, and
m« n students for an opiuiou as to any
difference in tue fl.tvor of ihe two samples. anything objectionable about
either, and any preference. The results
showed that 00 per eeut preferred silage
milk, 2D pet ceut non s hge milk, and 11
per cent had u«> choice. When the silage
was fe<l ai the time of inilkiog, the percentage in fav<-r of silage milk was
much higher wheu the sihgc was fed
one hour before milking or after milk·

MPuOird County.

Some "Patent" Cow Milkers.

receutly

gave the
luilkiou
device: "An eccentric three inches iu
diameter is attached to the cow's jaw.
Prom this leads a wire connection with
elastic nipple on the udder, each of
which is fitted with a valve makiug it an
air pump when in motion. When the
YOU TO SEND US YOUR
cow chews her cud the eccentric revolves
and the wire is worked back and forth
like a piston, creating suction in the
am! have them made loto handsome,
nipples. Tbe milk as it is drawn runs
desirable
into) a bucket suspended below. The
invention will relieve tbe dairymen of
much labor." Commenting on this
"wonderful apparatus," which exists in
at about one-half the co»t oC any rug
the mind of our metropolitan friend,
M.
you can buy. Send for booklet
the Creamery Journal adds: "We have
NOVELTY RUG CO.,
just succeeded in getting a patent on an
368 Congres· Street,
improvement of tbe above. It is an
MAINE.
PORTLAND.
electric motor fastened on the rump of
the cow, the electricity being generated
by a small dynamo attached to her tail.
She switches her tail, dynamo starts,
motor charged. It unhooks the pail,
strains tbe milk, hangs up the pail and
HemFir,
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce,
strainer. A small phonograph accomlock and Poplar, delivered 00 cars at
panies the outfit which yells, 'so' every
to Bethel,
Pownal
from
R.
Station
R.
any
time she moves. If she lifts her foot to
the coming year.
kick, a little dingus slips over a conE. W. PBNLEY, W*t Pane.
divias and the phonograph says 'damJ. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
inett,' and if she continues to kick a
May 30, 1901.
hinged arm catches tbe milk stool and
lams her on the back till it loosens a
patch of hair as big as a dust pan. A
patent churn goes with tbe outfit that
works the butter over and puts the butter in one dish and tbe hair in another."
A

city

newspaper

following description of

a new
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practical horseman makes
suggestion in Farm and Ranch.
A

NOTICE.

Paris, Maine, May sa, 1905.
are hereby forbidden
trespassing on the premises of Columbia Parris by dumping refuse or takAll persons

ing stones

from the s'one walls.

NOTICE.
AU bl'U contracted ajralnM the town of Parti
«a the highway, either labor or «alertai, w*
wast ureaeoteU tor payment on or before the Itf
day of ·τ«τ month

MLkCTM·»

or PAWS.

a

good

He advises farmers who desire to sell horses
at good prices to cultivate tbe acquaintance of the town liverymen aud veterinarians, by showing them a good borse
from time to time. These town people
will beoome impressed with tbe fact that
this farmer has good stook and knows
now to train and fit them for use.
Never drive a poorly shod horse to
town, if sales are to be encouraged.
Neat shoes on the fore-feet make a horse
showy. A poorly groomed borse is the
poorest recommendation to tbe horseman
that can be put before a baying public.

Hogs.

POSSESSING

»

CAP'N ERI

DISTINCT

CHARACTERISTICS—LESSONS IN BBEEDΙΝΘ.

Each family of hogs lias certain characteristics that in more or less pronounced degree distinguish the family
from other families or herds. It is well
to bo pasted on what these characteristics are. Much of the secret of success
in mating comes from an intelligent
study of blood lines, with a view to getting the desired improvement. To use
the language of a well known breeder,
"there are some kinds of blood that is
•pizen' to other kinds." What was
meant by this was that the mating of
even first class auimals where the blood
lines are not all suited will produce
disastrous results. It is frequently the
case that where the raalo is from a certain other family the results will be in
every way satisfactory, but when the
female is from the family to which the
male belonged in the first case, and the
male from the other family, the results
So it is
are never what they should be.
well to know whether you can add a
sow or a boar from a certain family to
the best advantage.
Then we have boars that are great
"sow sires" and are pretty nearly failAnd sometimes,
ures an sires of boars.
but much more rarely, we have sires
that are good boar sires and not so good
as sires of sows.
Many persons suppose that if the sweepstakes boar and
the sweepstakes sow at some of our big
state fairs could be mated together the
results would always be at least more
than ordinarily successful. In a majority of instances these animals—presumably the best of their sexes—aro not
suited for mating, either in form or in
blood lines, and it is more likely to be
the latter that will be the controlling
It is well to study
cause in the failure.
this feature of the breeding question, as
familiarity with the peculiarities, the
strong points and the weak points, of
the different strains and families, can
hardly fail to be of material benefit.
To get the best results a breeder would
go to one family of hogs if mellowness
aud feeding qualities wero the principal
things desired, to another if color and
coat wore most wanted, to still another
family if head, ears and finish were the
main considerations. I am speaking, of
course, of the breeder who has uot gone
pedigree crazy, and who is therefore
breeding hogs and not pedigrees.—
American Swineherd.
Horse Notes.
Never allow a horse that has become
heated by driving to stand unblanketed
even at this season.
Oue of the best ways to incroase the
appetite of a horse, if such a thing is
necessary, is to change his diet fre-

quently.

A colt's inherited predisposition to
be developed into its fullest
activity only by early, patieut and introt can

telligent training.
In training a horse to
is not injured in the least

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN
ι
f
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views on tbe liquor
broa.'.er than those of
question
tunny Orbani citineua. lie woi uu abstainer. generally speaking. but his
The captain's

CHAPTER ΙΠ.

were

When Captain Erl, after
Iteaebiug aud anchoring bis dory aud
stabling Daniel for tbe night, entered
the dining room be found his two messmates deep in eousaitation and with
est

tides.

for the Future.

The foundation of success in the poultry business is good breeding-stock,
that from which the future layer* are to
Id selecting and saving breedingcome.
stock for next year, keep the old geese,
turkeys and ducks, also all hen«, that
It is quite
h:ive done good service.
probable that they may have fallen bell in·! those that are young as e^g producer·», but it is a rule that the strongest
the mayoung stock are procured from
tured birds. The hundreds of chicks
tliat, as a rule, fall by the wayside and
perish from no apparent cause are the
idfxpriDC "f pullets. Breeding from the
vouuger st»ck every year destroys the
turkeys. This fault is not so frequent
with geese, as the old ones are not
salable in the market, the young ones
only being sold, and the result is that
than
geese give less trouble in raising
a
any otlie- class of poultry. There is
reliance
much
too
upon
tendency to place
reyoung ducks for breediug purposes,
sulting in an increased loss of ducklings
every year. When the old ducks only
are used, and breeders select the best
and most vigorous for breeding purposes, the difficulty of weak offspring
will be overcome.

evidences of strenuous
written upon their faces. Captain Perez's right hand was smeared with ink
and there were several spatters of the
same fluid on Captain Jerry's perspir-

ing nose.
"Well, you fellers look as If you'd
had a rough v'yage," commented Caplain Eri, slipping out of his own Jacket

aud pulling his chair up beside those
of bis friends. "What's the trouble?"
"Gosh. Eri, I'm glad to see you!" exclaimed Captain Perez. "IIow do you

but it was tbe effect that tills action of
the state authorities might have upon
bis friend John Baxter that troubled
him most.
For forty-live years John Baxter was
called by ("a; e Cod people "as smart a
skipper as ever trod a plank." He
saved money, built an attractive home
for his wife and daughter and would

spell conscientious?"
"I don't, unless It's owner's orders,"

the answer. "What do you want
to spell it for?"
"We've writ much as 400 advertisements, 1 do believe," said Captain Jerry, "and there ain't one of them fit to
feed to a pig. Perez here, he's got such
hit'alutin notions that nothin' less than
was

E:::"
They reced ed the ti liitic of the

com-

il;ti of Ilazeltine wï:h the Interest due
Captain Eri gave
to su h sin event,
llu'iii a detailed account of his meetiug
wilb the new electrician, omitting,
however, in consideration for the feeling» of Captain I'erez, to mention the
fact that it was the Barllett boy who
Lt.irtcd that gentleman upon hie walk

the cable statiou.
"Well, what did you think of him?"
asked Captain I'erez when the recital
was finished.
"Seemed to me like a pretty good
feller." answered Captain Eri délib"lie didn't git mad at the
éra :c!y.
the gui.g played on him. for one
to

joke

thing, lie ain't

so

smooth tongued

as

I'aikcr useJ to be. and he dulu't treat
Bu:.tei* a;.tl me as if Cape Codders was
a kind of animais, the way some of the
lie h.id the sense
summer folks do.
oLer to pay me for takin' him
not t
over to the statiou, and 1 liked that.
Take it altogether, be seemed like a

the Baxter homestead.

tiptoes again, subsided and began

lengthy

a

fervent discourse.
"Oh. brothers and siste.v," he shmited, "here we are a-kucelin* at the altar's foot, and what's goin' on outside?
Why, the devil'u got his clutches in our
midst. The horn of the wicked is exuna

the terrible City of Belfast disaster It
is an Orham tradition that John Baxter, dressed In gunny bags and sitting
on an ash heap, was found by his
friends mourning In what he believed
be the Biblical "sackcloth and
to

nshes." His little baby granddaughter
had been looked out for by some kind
friends in Boston. Only Captain Erl
knew that John Baxter's yearly trip to

feel as If my head wus kind of wearlu'
out I'll think about it"

John Baxter was on his feet, his lean
face working, the perspiration shining
like
on ids forehead, his eyes
lamps under his rough white eyebrows
and his clinched fists pounding the
back of the chair in front of him. Ills
halleluiahs were the last to cease. Captain Erl had to use some little force to
pull him down on the sofa again.
Then Mrs. Small struck up. "Oh,
brother, have you heard?" Aud they
Next Miss
sang it with cuthuslusm.
Mullett told her story of the brandy
Noand the defiance of the doctor.
body seemed much interested except a
nervous young man with sandy hair
and celluloid collar, who had come with
Mr. Tobias Wixon and was evidently

gleaming

to do, and how have we done It?
We've talked and talked, but what
Nothiu' at
Nothln'.
have we done?
Ami now the grip of Satan Is
all.
tighter on the town than It ever has
been afore. The Lord set us a watch
to keep, aud we've slept on watch. And

there's

a trap set for every young
In this c'muulty. Do you think
tliut that hell hole down yonder Is goIn' to shut up because we talk It in
meetln'? Do you think Web Saunders
Is goin' to quit sellin' ruin because we
say he ought to? Do you think God's
goin' to walk up to that door and nail
No, sir! He didn't
it up himself?
work that way. We've talked aud talked, aud now It's time to do. Ain't
there anybody here that feels a call?
Ain't there axes to chop with and Are
to burn? I tell you, brothers, we've
I—old as I am—
waited long enough.
am ready.
Lord, here I am. Here I
now

man

am"—
He swayed, broke Into a fit of coughing und sank back upon the sofa, trem*
r

Him·» 7-

—} κ

ΓΙ—\

made for the purpose of
Boston
visiting the girl who wus his sole reminder of the thlugs that might have
been, but even the captain did not
know that the money that paid her
was

members, and theirs are lively
meetings. John Baxter was a "Come
Outer," and ever since the enterprising
Mr. Saunders opened his billiard room
the old man's tirades of righteous
had been directed against this

.wrath

and after yelling "Ship ahoy!" through
the keyhole a number of times he was
forced to the conclusion that hie friend
was not at home.
"You lookln' fer Cap'n Baxter?"
queried Mm. Sarah Taylor, who lived
to
just across the road. "He's gone
meetln', I guess.
Outers'
'Come
There's one up to Barzilla Small's to-

night."

Mr. Barzilla Small lived In that part
of the village called "down to the
neck," and ttvhen the captain arrived
there he found the parlor filled with
the devout, who were somewhat surprised to see him.

"Why, Erl," whispered John Baxter,

"I didn't expect to see you here. I'm
God
glad, though. Lord knows, every
fearln' man in this town has need to be
Have you
on his knees this night

beard about it?"
"Cap'n John means about the rum·
sellin' license that Web Saunders has
got," volunteered Miss Melissa Busthe
teed, leaning over from her seat in
patent rocker that had been the premium earned by Mrs. Small for selling
150 pounds of tea for a much advertised boune. "Ain't It awful? I says to
I
Prissy Baker this mornln' soon 'ι
heard of It, 'Prissy,' s' !, 'there'll be a

this town sure's you're a
llvin' woman,' s' I. Says she, That's
so, M'lissy,' 8* she, and I says"—
Well, when Miss Busteed talks Interruptions are futile, so Captain Erl sat
silent as the comments of at least onetenth o'f the population of Orham were
poured Into his ears. The recitation
was cut short by Mrs. Small's vigorous

jedgment

on

the center table.
"We're blessed this evenln'," said the
hostess, with emotion, "In bavin' Mr.
Perley with as. He's goln* to lead the

l>ounding

on

meetln'."

The Rev. Mr. Perley—reverend b^
courtesy; he had never been ordained—

stood up, cleared bis throat with vigor,

Well, maybe
I

"Good night."
"Good night, John."

noticeable that he wus the first to
greet the carrier of the "mail box"
when that individual came down the
road, and as the days passed aud nothing more Important than the Cape Cod
Item and u patent medicine circular
came to band a look that a suspicious
person might have deemed expressive
of hope began to appear In his face.
Captain Perez, on the contrary, grew
more and more disgusted with the delay. lie spent a good deal of time

wondering why there were no replies,
and he even went so far as to suggest
writing to the editor of the Chime. lie
was disposed to lay the blame upon
Captain Eri's advertisement and hinted that the latter was not "catchy"
enough.

The first batch of answers from the

Chime came by an evening mail. Captuin Erl happened to be at the postoffice that night and brought them
home himself. They filled three of his
pockets to overflowing, and he dumped
them by handfuls on the diulng table
under the nose of the pallid Jerry.
"What did I tell you, Jerry?" he
crowed. "I knew they was on the
about
way. What have you got to say
my advertisement now, Perez?"
There were twenty-six letters alto-

surprising how

many
women were willing, even anxious, to
ally themselves with "an ex-seafaring
But most of
man of steady habits."
the applicants were of unsatisfactory
types. As Captain Perez expressed It,
"There's too many of them everlastln'

gether.

It was

blonds and things."
There was one note, however, that
even Captain Eri was disposed to conIt was postmarked
sider seriously.
Nantucket, was written on half a sheet
of blue lined paper and read as follows:

Mr. Skipper:
Sir—1 »:iw your advertisement In the
suit
paper and think perhaps you might
Please answer these questions by
me.
bereturn mail: What Is your religious
lief? Do you drink liquor? Are you a
profane man? If you want to. you might
send me your real name and a photowe
graph. If I think you will suit maybe
might sign articles. Yours truly,
MARTHA D. SNOW.

burryiu'?

"/ lill ihu, broilicm mitl «lettre."

bllng all over anil still muttering that
be was r.'udy. There was u iiushetl si-

lence fur a luouient ur two and tlieu a
storm of hallelulluhs and shouts. Mr.
Perley started another hymu, and it
was sung w«th tremendous enthusiasm.
Just behind the nervous young man
wltb tlie celluloid collar sat a stout iudlvidual with a bald bead. This was
Thompson, known by the ir-

Abijali

reverent as "Harking" Thompson,
nickname bestowed because of his peculiar habit of gradually pulling up
like a fr<>g under religious excitement
and then bursting forth in an inarticulate shout, disconcerting to the uninitiated. During Baxter's speech and the
singing of the hymn bis expansive red
cbeekj had been distended like balloons and his breath came shorter and
shorter. Mr. Perley bad arisen and
was holding up his hand for silence
when with one terrific "Boo" "Barking" Thompson's spiritual exaltation
directly in the ear of the
a

exploded

stranger.
The young man shot out of his chair
as if Mr. Thompson had fired a dynamite charge beneath him. "Ob, tlie
devil!" be shrieked and then subsided,
llushlug to the back of ids ueck.
Somehow this interruption took the
Eri
spirit out of the meeting. Captain
"
got his friend out of the "Come Outers'
meeting as quickly as possible and pilotai him down the road toward his
nervous

borne. John Baxter was silent and absentmlnded, and mo.;t of the captain's
cheerful remarks concerning Orham
affairs in gcnoral went unanswered.
As they turned In at the gate the elder
man said:
Lri. do y π believe that man's law

Scrofula

It very often

acquired,

though generally inherited·
Bad hygiene, foul air, impure

water, are among its causes.

letters '11 have soniethln' better ylt."
"Now, that's Jest like you, Jerry Burgess!" exclaimed Perez disgustedly.
"Want to put off and put off and put
off. And the house gittiu' more like the
fo'castle on a cattle boat every day."
"I don't b'lieve myself you'd do much
better, Jerry," said Captain Eri seri"I like that letter somehow.

ously.

Seems to me it's worth a try."
"Oh, all right. Have It your own
uothiu' to
way. Of course I ain't got
to git
say. I'm only the fool that's got
married and keep boarders, that's all I
I don't care what you do. Go
am.
ahead and write to her If you want to,
only I give you fair warniu' 1 ain't
to have her If she don't suit. I

goin'

ain't goin' to marry no scarecrow."
Between them and with much diplocanmacy they soothed the Indignant
didate for matrimony until he agreed
to sign his name to a letter to the Nantucket lady. Then Captain Perez said:
"But, I say, Jerry, she wants your
Have you got one to send

picture.

her?"
"Pve got that daguerreotype I 1111(1
took when 1 was married afore."
He rummaged lt%out of his chest and
displayed It rather proudly. It showed
hln» as a short, sandy haired youth
whose suuburned face beamed from
of an enormous choker and
the

depths

consomption is

or
pretty turn to

toks root»·

Hood'sSmfàmBk
Remove· every traça ci
•croftiku Cat Hood's.
I for Book oa Scroftia, Ν» I.

Ç. L Hoot Co^ Low·!,

there

The daguerreotype, carefully wrapacped, was mailed the next morning,
companied by a brief biographical
eketch of the original and his avowed
adherence to the Baptist creed and the

Good Templars' abstinence.
"I hope she'll hurry up and answer,"
said the impatient Captain Perez. "I
want to git this thing settled one way

Neokpieces

the

dark bints of something

were

to come.
On the morning following the receipt
of the letter from the Nantucket lady
Captain Erl was busy at his fish shanty
putting his lines in order and sewing a
patch on the mainsail of his cathoat
These necessary repairs had prevented
ills taking the usual trip to the tisiilng
grounds. Looking up from his work,
he saw through the open door Ralph
Hazeltine Just stepping out of the cable station skiff.
"How do you do. Cap'n HedgeV" said
Hazeltine. walking toward the shanty.
"Good weather, isn't it?"
"Tiptop. Long's the wind stays west-

any time."
"You don't say! Cable broke, hey'/
Now, It's a queer thing, but I've never
been Inside that station since 'twas
I.uilt. Too hnndy, I guess. I've got a
second cousin up in Charlestown, lived
there all bis life, and lie's never been
up lu Buuker Hill monument y it. Fust
time 1 lauded in Boston 1 dug for that
monument, and I can tell you how
many steps there Is in it to this day.
If that cable station was fifty mile off
I'd have been through it two .weeks
after it started up: but. bain* Jest over
there, I ain't ever done It. Queer, ain't
it?"

"Perhaps you'd

like to go over with
I'm going up to the ρ istofflce, and
when I come back I should be glad of

—

Ermine

Stock

Wrinkle

Newest

—

Collari

Luxurious

Coat· For Motor Wear.

By RENE DEVERAUX.
It doesn't require extreme weathei
in New York to bring out rich furs
In spite of the mild fall many hand
'ome fur coats are dally seeu tu motoi
and now and then a smart neck
or un occasional fur stock adorn*
he ncck of the lailor made gown. This
reason's fur coats are cut along tht
.irs,

piece

lines of the handsome cloth garments
many luxurious empire models, hoth
in long and short effects, being seen in
iiumlier of differeut pelts.
One noticeable feature of the smart·
••st fur coats is their rather low rolling

collars, there being

a

decided absence

of the once fashionable storui collar.
Some of the darker furs are charmingly combined with a lighter pelt, an
exceedingly fashionable comhiuitiou

being Persian broadtail with ermine.
Smart little ermine stock collars, by
the way, come separately ami give a

year's

handsome finish to a Ia.it
tit snugly around

the

These

coat.

thro it,

reaching a trille above the bnst line
and finished on each side with a head
and two or three very tiny tails uud

Krmlne collars an· particularly
attractive with the rich shades of pur
pie and Parma violet so much it.
vogue, and with hunter's green there Ij>

claws.

nothing

more

chic and elegant in ap

Stock collars in chinchilla
pea ranee.
and white fox are equally popular,
white furs being eminently becoming
young ami pretty faces.

lo

Skilli'ul furriers are marvelously sue
practicing all kiuds of art!·-

cessful in

me.

company."

your

I
that's kind of you.
You might sing out as
you go past. I've got a ha'f hour job
ou this sail, and then it's my watch below."
The cable station at Orham Is a low
whitewashed building with many windows. The vegetation abolit it is limited exclusively to beach grass aud
The
au occasional wild plum bush.
nearest building which may be reach-

"Well,

now,

eal'latc 1 will.

ed without a boat is the life saving station. two miles below. The outer beach
changes its shape every winter. The
gales tear great holes In Its sides am]
then, as if in recompense, throw up
new shoals and build new proinouFrom the cable station doortories.
way In fair weather may be counted
the sails of over a hundred vessels go
ing and coming between Boston and
New York. They come and go, and,
alas, sometimes stop by the way. Then
the life saving crews art» busy, and
the Boston newspapers report auotlier
All up aud down the outer
wreck.
bench ure the sun whitened boius oi
schooners and ships, aud all about
them and partially covering them is
sand, sand, sand, as white and much
than

coarser

[to

granulated

siuar.

u ooirrotoxjj

tic

deceptions,

"Indeed! Ills great-grandfather's? I
know I've often seen it at his uncle's."
—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
No Ailvnntnirr.

Kwoter—You know they say, "One

touch of nature makes the whole world
kin." Gruinliell—Yes, but most of us
continue to be pour relations.—Philadelphia Ledger.
Matrimonial.

See the bride.
Why does the bride look puz-z!ed?
Be-cause hub-by for-got to kiss her
be-fore he went to busi-uess.

See the ma-tron.
Why does the ma-tron |o>k puz-zled?
Be-cause hub-by did-n't for-get to
kiss her be-fore he went to busi-uess.
Is this not a queer world?—New York
Tribune.

Impoverished soil,

like

erished blood, needs

α

impovproper

fertilizer. A chemist by analyzing the soil can tell you what
fertilizer to use for different

products.

almost

as

ones

Is

marten
sa hie,

Russian

like

the

lui lilt*

to

Stone

observer.

strikingly

and

handsome mole and Alaska seal are
not Infrequently mistaken one for tlu

other.

The long, graceful stoles, covering
the shoulders and falling almost to
the feet in front, though still worn,
savor somewhat of last season ami the

season liefore, and shorter neckpieces
upon which innumerable heads, tails
uid claws arc to lie seen, are rapidly
beginning to take t! Ir place.
A charming neckpiece seen was of

Japanese marten in its natural rich
lirown shadings, formed of two entire

pelts

skins. The heads of these

were

crossed in the back, the two etuis in
front showing each one large, foil tail
and two tiny feet. The New York girl
has a pretty fashion of wearing this
boa with tlie two heads resting co ,uettishly on the shoulder, one end of the
boa being wound around the neck,
with

jpomisQeii Soil

ami fΓ»·«|ΐι«>ιιtly quit»· in
so closely resemble the

expensive skins
closest

grandfather's."

Λ Lennon

CHARMING NFCKPIKTK AND Ml'PF OF ΤΗ*
JTK.W JAl A.Nb.SK MAKTbN U K.

richer

J

In thr Mmlly,
"That watch he carries was his great·

the

tail

hanging down

in

the

back.

Handsome neckpieces of this description may be bought in New York for
their short, stylish
less than
length making them within the means
of those with modest hank accounts.

Muffs this season are more enormous
than ever, (lie old tlnu· round muff
Iteing seldom seen. These huge flat
pillow muffs are exceedingly light and
supple, and some of them are bent up
with a tuft of velvet used as an ornamentation or drawn up with a silk
cord which is worn around the neck.
Elegant muffs iu natural mink are
made of live or six entire skins, each

If your blood is impoverished
animal hang
vour doctor will tell you what with the tail of the little
down in front. Sets of baum maring
and
give ten and sable—collar and muff—are
you need to fertilize it
it the rich, red corpuscles that made of many entire skins combined,
the
It may be you showing heads ami tails galore,
η re lacking in it.
need

a

tonic,

but

more

likely you

need a concentrated fat food,
and fat is the element lacking

in your system.
is

easily

style.

Pasting Glimpses of Fashionable Fur·
Enormous Muffs and Many Head··

more

There
whose bead was crowned with a tall,
flat brimmed silk bat of a forgotten so
lated

fat food that is
digested and assimino

as

Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil

noek and shoulders

of the wearer be-

ing almost covered with the heads of
these fascinating little animals.

Smart little fur Ktons In seal. mole,
sable, squirrel and blended Fitch are
fashioned collarless with the newest
sleeves ami finishings, and as such garments require but a small quantity of
material handsome jackets may be had
at moderate

prices.

lOur readers may have any question
concernlnK fashion or fabrics answered
without charge by Rene Deveraux, the
fashion expert, by addressing Kene Deveraux. P. O. Rox JMM». Madison Square,
New York, Inclosing stamp for reply,]
The Miration of (lie ( l.

lilren.

It will nourish and strengthen
Only think, if there was never any·
thing
anywhere to be seen but grown·
cream
and
the body when milk
,»*e would
or auother. Don't you, Jerry?"
up men and women, ho.
"Yes," was the hesitating reply. fit il to do it. Scott's Emulsion long for tfie sight of a little child!
"One way or another."
Captain Eri bad seen John Baxter
several times since the evening of the
"
meeting. The old man
"Come Outers'
and was diswas calmer

into the world like
the same; always Every infant comes
a delegated prophet, the harbinger and
things, whose ollice Is
palatable and always beneficial herald of good
hearts to the chilwhere the body is wasting from it· turn the fathers'

posed

any

apparently

to take the billiard saloon matwas
ter less seriously, particularly as it
reported that the town selectmen were
to hold a special meeting to consider
the question of allowing Mr. Saunders
to continue In business. The last namhad given what he was
ed

It is called "the sofl for
tubercle·," and where it is
gentleman
allowed to remain tnberco· pleased to call

lode

the new electrician invariably responded, "First rate." Gossip, however, In
the person of Miss Buste^l, reported
that the operators were doing their
best to keep Mr. llazeltine's lot from
being altogether a bed of roses, and

erly aud there ain't no Sunday school
picnics on we don't squabble with
The only tiling
the weather folks.
a
OMETHIXG over
fortnight
a westerly
with
a
fetch
that'll
squall
three
went by, and the
capschool picnic. That'll
tains had received no an- wind is a Sunday
swers
from the advertise- ΰο it sure as death. Busy over across7*
•Tretty busy just now. The cable
ment In the Nuptial Chime. The susbefore yesterday, aud I've
pense affected each of them In α dif- parted day
ferent manner.
Captain Jerry was been getting things ready for the re
lie said j air ship. She was due this morning
nervous and apprehensive.
her at.
nothing and asked no questions, but it aud we're likely to hear from
was

i WEEKLY
NEW roi LETTER

tent with tills assurance, but lie determined to keep λ close watch on his
friend just the same.
He had met Itnlph Hazeltine once or
twice since the Iatter'e arrival in Orhaui, and in response to questions as to
how he was getting on at the station

CHAPTER IV.

cles too."
"I b'lieve she's Jest the kind we
want," said Captain l'erez, with conviction.
"What do you say, Jerry?" asked
Captain Eri. "You're goin' to be the
lucky man, you know."
"Oh, I dou't know. What's the use of
More'n likely the next lot of

the

The two had cbunged placée
until now It was Captain Erl who protected and advised.
When the captain rapi>od at Joan
Baxter's kitchen door no one answered,

"Do you think so, Erl?

hold and bossin' things, there ain't no
doubt of that," said Captain Eri. "Notice it's us that's got to suit her, not
her us. I kind of like that 'signln* arti-

well there is a sect culled by
Cape
the ungodly the "Come Outers." They
were originally seceders from the Methodist churches who disapproved of
modern innovations. They "come out"
once a week to meet at the houses of
as

warm."

good."

Nantucket, Muse.
"What I like about that is the shipshape way she puts it," commented
say that she
Captain Perez. "She dou't
"
'jest adores the ocean.'
"She's mighty handy about takin'

board and as she grew older for hei
gowns and schooling came from the
bigoted, stem old hermit living alouu
In the old liouse at Orham.
In Orham and in other sections of the

Siuce it became
den of iniquity.
known that Web had made application
for the license It was a regular amusement for the unrcgenerat" to attend
the gatherings of the "Came Outers"
and hear John Baxter call down tire
from heaven upon the billiard room.
Its proprietor and its patrons. Orhain
people had begun to say that John
Baxter was "billiard saloon crazy."
And John Buxter was Cuptain Erl's
friend, a friendship that had begun in
school when the decluiuier of Patrick
Henry's "liberty or death" speech on
examination day took α fancy to and
refused to laugh at the little chap who
tremblingly ventured to assert that he
loved "little pussy, her coat Is so

"ErI, I've got a call."
"Now, John Baxter, you listen. Don't

("Amen! 'twould—maybe 'twould. Sometimes

"I tell you, brothers and sisters," he
declaimed, leaning over the chair back
and shaking a thin forefinger in Mr.
Perley's face, "God has given us a task

itud on a voyage to Manila Baxter himself suffered from a sunstroke and a
subsequent fever that left him a physical wreck and for a time threatened
to unsettle Ills reason. He recovered a
portion of his health, and the threatened insanity disappeared except for a
religious fanaticism that caused him
to accept the Bible literally and to interpret it accordingly. When his daughter ami her busbaud were drowned in

tise."

Glory, glory, glory!")

face of the earth!"

o!T the

ing.

"Wife wanted

you do?"
"Guess the fust thing would be to
make sure 'twas the Almighty that
was callin'. I don't want to say nothln' to hurt your feelln's, but I should
advise the feller that thought that be
bad that kind of a call to 'beware of
imitations,' as the soap folks adver-

you worry no more about Web SaunThe
ders and that billiard saloon.
s'lectinen '11 attend to them afore very
long. Why don't you go up to Boston
for a couple of weeks? 'Twill do you

of Orham had been slothful in the
Lord's vineyard.
They had allowed
weeds to spring up and wax strong.
They had been tried and found want-

|:ι the ordinary course of events have
retired to enjoy α comfortable old age.
Hut his wife died shortly after the
«laughter's marriage to a Boston man,

ought to hi· allowed to interfere wltb
God's law?"
"Well, John, lu moet cased lt'i my
Jedgmeut that It pays to steer pretty
close to both of 'em."
"S'poee Cod called you to break
man's law aud keep bis, what would

alted.
They're sellin' nun—rum—In
this town! They're a-sellin' rum and
drlnkin' cf it and gioryin' in their
shame. But the L<ord ain't asleep. lie's
got his eye on 'oui. lie's watchln' 'em.
And f-omo of these line days he'll send
down fire out of heaven and wipe 'em

spoke.
He began by saying that the people

nit. Foolishness, I call It."
"You'd have a whole lot of women
answerin' that advertisement, now
wouldn't you?" snorted Captain Perez
"
'To do dishes for three meu!'
hotly.
That's a healthy bait to catch a wife
with, aint it? I can see 'em comin*. I

i.oue. All you've KJt to do now. Jerry,
is tu pick out your wife η ml let us
know what you want fur a wedilin'
present. You're a lucky uiau."
"Av, let's talk about souie;liin' else,"
s'ii 1 the lucky one rather g:.>oniily.
"What's the news up at the depot,

fourth stanzas om'tted." Themelodeon,
torinentcJ by Mrs. Latirania Bassett,
shrieked and groaned, and the hyuiu
was sung. So was another and yet another. Then Mr. Perley s<iueaked to his

stranger.
There was more singing. Mrs. Sin ! 11
"testified." So did Barzilla, with mai.y
hesitations and false starts and an air
of relief when It was over; then another hymn and more testimony, each
speaker denouncing the billiard saThen John Baxter arose and
loon.

circus bill '11 do him. 1 don't see why
sometbiu' plain and sensible, like 'Woman wanted to do dishes aud clean
house for three men,' wouldn't be all
right; but, no, it's got to have more
fancy trimmin's than a Sunday bun-

cal'late you'd stay single till jedgmeut,
and theu you wouldn't git one. Xo, sir!
Tbe thing to do is to be sort of soft
soapy and high toned. Let 'em think
they're golu' to git a bargain when
they git you. Make believe it's goin* to
be a privilege to git sech a husband."
"Well, 'tis," declared tbe sacrifice Indlguantly. "They might git a dum

rose an Inch or two ou tlie toes or u
very squeaky pair of boot», sank to
heol level again and announced that
every one would Jolu In singing "hymn
No. 110, omiulug the second aud fourth
stanzas; hymn Xo. 110, second and

a

α

Qo East, Young Man.
The price of farm laads in the dairy
diatricta of Wisconsin is getting clear
out of sight, writes Hoard's Dairyman.
pretty decent chap—fora New Yorker."
The other day a farm next our own sold
he ad.led as an afterthought.
for $133 an acre.
"Dut. say." he said a moment later,
The effect of such high prices is nut
more news, and it alu't
good for the future prosperity of the "I've got some
has
Western Canada baa received fi-iod news, either. Web Saunders
state.
over one hundred thousand farmers from got his lienor license."
the four atates of Wisconsin, Minnesota,
"I want to know!" exclaimed Captain
Iowa and Illinois, in the past four years, I'erez.
all because of the unreasonably high
"You don't tell me!" said Captain
ν
prices of land in these atatea.
Jerry.
We suggest that the place for farmers
Then they bolh said, "What will John
to emigrate to is Ohio, New York and
And Captain Eri
Itax ter do now?"
other eastern atates, where the markets
his head dubiously.
are the best in the world, and but little shook
The cod bit well next morning, and
expense for buildings.
Mauy of those fine old farms can be Captuin Eri did not get in from the
bought to-day at ISO to 150 an acre. Windward ledge until afternoon. By
Thirty yoars ago they were bringing the way. It may be well to explalu that
$100 to $130 an acre. All they require Captain Jerry's remarks concerning
to come back to their original produc- "settlln' down" and "restln'," which we
tiveness is a little good scientific farming
chronicled in the first chapter, must
for five years.
be accepted too literally. While It
not
man."
"Go East, young
Is true that each of the trio had given
true that
The Head of the Dairy Herd.
up long voyages, It Is equally
Some
The dairy sire is receiving more atten- uone had given up work entirely.
tion now than ever before, but be is not poaple might not .consider it restful to
receiving the attention that he deserves, rise at 4 every week day morning and
aays the Farmer's Review. The aire for sail In a catboat twelve miles ont to
the improving of the dairy herd ia the sea and haul a wet cod Hue for hours,
bull that haa had great female ancestor··,
not to mention the sail home and the
judged from the milk giving standpoint. cleaning and barreling of the catch.
Not till recent years haa a milk record
Eri did that. Captain Perez
been kept of cows, and so it has been Captain
"stevedore"—that
difficult to get the information of the was what he called
the ownmilking qualities of the dams of the is, general caretaker during
males we wiah to buy, but in the future er's absence at Mr. Delancy Barry's
the information will be more easily summer estate on the "cliff road." As
obtained on account of the reoorda that for Captain Jerry, he was janitor at
are now being
kept. The dairy sire the sehoolhouse.
should be well known by the performThe catch was heavy the next mornances of bis anoestors before he is used
as has been said, and by the time
ing,
in
this
matter
mistake
A
herd.
the
on
fish was split and Iced and the
last
the
loss
of
means a
money.
last barrel sent to the railway station
Ο. T. Percival of Penobscot County, it was almost supper time. Captain
He., saya that nlno years' experience Eri bad Intended calling on Baxter
with the ailo has enabled him to in- early lu the day, but now he detercrease his stock aud treble the hay mined to wait uutil after supper.
crop, lie can keep a cow to the acre
The captain bad bad luck In the
easily now, where it formerly required "matchiug" that followed the meal,
ten acres to furnish a year's feed.
It was nearly 8 o'clock before be
Three tons of ensilage he considered and
finished
washing dishes. This distasteand
of
he
can
raise
ton
to a
hay
ful task being completed, be set ont for
t y toes of ensilage to the «ore.

Suai

scruple.* were not as pronounced as
those of Miss Abigail Mullett, whose
proudest boast was that she had refused brandy when the doctor prescribed it as the stimulant needed to
save lier life. On general principles the

objecteJ to the granting of a
mental struggle captain
license to a fellow like Web Sauudera,

walk fast, he
for any other
sight worse one."
gait and can be taught to trot aud gal"I cal'late that's so, Jerry." said Capas
before.
well
as
just
lop
tain Eri. "Still, Perez ain't altogether
Fancy prices are only obtained for
better keep the
fancy horses. If you expect to get the wrong. Guess you'd
I know dlshtop of the market you must have the disbwashin' out of It.
best kind of horses to offer.
wnshlu' would never git me. I've got
As far as is possible, the situation of so 1 hate the sight of soap and hot wathe stable should be dry and eunny, and ter as bad as if 1 was a Portugee. Pass
opeuings for light and air be on the me that pen."
sunny side of the building.
Captuin Perez gladly relinquished
Feed the colts bone and muscle prothe writing materials, and Captain Eri
to
in
sufficieut
food
quantity
ducing
three trials produced the
keep them growing; never allow them to after two or
following:
go backwards or stand still.
It is not the greatest amouut of feed
Wife Wanted.—By an ex-seafaring man
which puts and keeps the work horses of steady habits; must be willing to work
and keep house shipshape and aboveor driving horses in the finest condition.
AdIt is more in the manner and time of board; no sea lawyers need apply.
dress Skipper, care Nuptial Chime, Bosfeeding and giving water to drink.
ton, Mass.
If there is any defect in the dam, a
The line relating to sea lawyers was
lack of size or color, a bad disposition,
want
insisted upon by Captain Jerry. "That'll
any weakness of bone or tendons,
of vigorous constitution, in short, any shut out the tonguy kind,'' be exdefect, it should condemn her as a plained. The advertisement, with this
foundation on which to rear an ideal addltiou, being duly approved, the rehorse.
quired 50 cents was Inclosed, as was a
What the growing colt wants is conletter to tbe editor of the matrimonial
centrated food, rich in phosphates, to
all answers to be
build up the bones and tendons. Oat journal requesting
Jeremiah Burand wheat bran contain the elements forwarded to Captain
needed with a little hay to distend the gess, Orham, Mass. Then the envelope
bowels. He should have plenty of was directed and the stamp affixed.
"There." said Captain Eri. "that's
opportunity to exercise.—Live Stock

Breeding-Stock

grain.

HILLS,

MAINE.

FAMILY

Effect Of Corn Silage on Milk Flavor.
Id order to test tbe effect of corn
silage on tbe flavor of milk, says W. J.
Fraser in Illinois State Bulletin, 101, tbe
Illinois university herd was divided into
twu lots, one of which was fed 40 pounds
Journal.
of corn silage per cow per day, while
the other loi was fed only clover bay and

It cleanses, soothes I
heals and protects I
the diseased meuibrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the!
Head quickly. Re•ng.
stores the Senses of L
Kive samples of each lot were sent to
at
size
50
Full
Smell.
eta.,
Taste and
Drug, milk experts in different ciiies, three of
mnil
10
cts.
Trial
Sire
mail
;
or
by
by
gists
whom preferred nilage milk, one nonEly Brothers, 5tf Warren Street. New York. silage, and oue had no choice. No complaint was received from a hotel to
which silage milk was delivered for à
period of one month. On the whole, it
was apparent that the greater number of
people were ablo to distinguish between
the two kinds of milk, but found nothing
objectionable about either kind, it is
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
suggested that only good silage should
be used for dairy cows aud that all foods
of this nature should be fed after milkiug in order tu avoid auy unpleasant
flavor in the uidk.

NORWAY,

Various Breeds of

AMONG THE FARMERS.

STEWART, M. I».

M
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Democrat.

a "blowout" to his
regular patrons in celebration of the
granting of the license, and Squealer
Wlxon and one or two more spent a
dreary day aud night in the town lockBaxter told the
up in consequence.
captain thai he had not yet made up hia
mind concerning the proposed Boston
but he thought "more'n likely" be

trip,

should go.

Captain

Eri was

obliged

to be con·

is

!>r

always

in children

cause, either

adults.

We will tend you

m

temple free.

Be flnre that this
ture in the form of a

pic-

label iH on the wrnppei
of every bottle of Emul-

sion you

buy.

SCOTT k BOM
CHEMISTS

ill Pern il., lew Tui
fl.00.
All Druggiete.

50c. and

dren and to draw the disobedient to
A child softens
the wisdom of
and purities the heurt, warming it and
It by its gentle presence; it

th^Just.

melting
turlcbee the boiiI by

new

feelings

an

awakens within it what is favorable
to virtue; It is a beam of light, a
fountain of love, a teacher whose leusons

few

can

resist.

Infants recall

us

engenders

and encourthe afages scltlshuess, that freezes
fections. roughens the manners. InduThey brighten the
rates the heart.

from much that

home, deepen love. Invigorate exertion,
Infuse courage and vivify and sustain

the charities of life. It would be a
terrible world. 1 do think, if it were
not embellished by little children.—

Thomas Biuuey.

Bethel.
In some parts of the town a foot and a
half of now fell and a foot still remains.
φ-rford
a mixture of mud
IN ALL The village streets are
WEEK
THE
OF
THE
DOINOS
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
and snow.
Mrs. Ella Carter recently went to Gor:
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
X. H., to attend the wedding of her
ham,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, ΝΟΥ. 14, 1906.
Inez Harrison, Harry Carter, and Miss
Paris Hill.
man.
Miss Bessie Kenney was called home
A ΤWOOD A FORBES, Flret Baptist Church, Be τ. Κ. Ο. Taylor, pastor to Stratford Hollow, Ν. H., by the sickPreaching every Sunday at 10:4& a. m. Sunday ness and death of her sister. Miss Susie
Edltwi ud Pr«prMeri·
School at 12 H. Sabbath Evening Service at Plaisted took her place in Miss Steams'
7Λ) r. M. T. P. S. C. K. Tuesday evening.
a. C. roKBSS.
G SO ΒΟΙ M. ATWOOD.
and fancy goods store and ie
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Cove- millinery
nant Meeting the laat Friday before the 1st still clerking there.
not
All
u.
4
r.
at
3»
Sunday of the month
Tuesday the trustees of Gould AcadTiiiu —#i.50 a year If paid strictly In advance. otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
A. E.
a year. Single copies 4 cent·.
Unlvereallat Church. Sunday School every emy held the annual meeting.
Otherwise
Herrick was chosen president and Dr. J.
Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
G. Gehring vice-president. H. H. HastThe Beeches will close the present
Coming Event*.
and Ellery Park were chosen trustees
ings
week after a very successful season of to fill the vacancies made the past year.
which time the
the
No?· 14.15, W— Annual meeting of Maine State six months, during
Principal and Mrs. Hanscom invited
Pomologleal Society, Grange Hall, Canton.
patronage has been greater than that of trustees and their wives to visit the new
Nov. » .—Thanksgiving.
any previous summer.
academy home, the Rift of L. E. Holden
Mrs. Charles T. Mellen, one of the of Cleveland, O.
SEW ^ADVERTISEMENTS.
The house has been
of
residents
older
the
combest known of
thoroughly repaired and is a most
in
has
been
who
failing
this village,
Keith's Konqueror.
modious and pleasant home. After a
Thomas Smliey.
health for several years, has been much tour of inspection, light refreshments
Ladles' Specialty Store.
social
worse the past week.
were eerved and at the close of the
Prices on Kur Rubes.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED 1*3.

gemocrat,

JÇItt

_

Sampson Pant.
Sleighs.

Stove Wood for Sale.

Wanted.
Pigs for Sale.

3 fetltions for Discharge in
Watch for Mv List
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Parker's Hair Balsam.

B&naniptcy.

Thanksgiving.
ΓΗΚ rRESlDKST'S PEOC LAM ΑΠΟΝ.
When nearly three centuries aico the liret set
tiers came to the country which has now become
this great republic, they fronted not only hardbut terrible rtsk to their
ship an·!
lives, in those (trim years the custom grew of
setting apart one >lav In each year for a special
service or thanksgiving to The Almighty for pre
through the changing season*
serving the
The custom has now become national and allowWe live In easier and
ed by Immemorial usage.
the
more plentiful times than our forefathers,
men who with rugged strength faced the ragged
davs;andyet the dangers to national life are
time in our
quite as great now as at any previous
a year
history. It 1* eminently flttlng that once
and
our people should set apart a day for praise
at the
of
and,
Giver
to
the
Good,
thanksgiving
same time, that they express their thankfulness
for the abundant mercies received, should manfully acknowledge their shortcomings and pledge
themselves solemnly and In good faith to strive
During the past year we
to overcome them.
Our
have Iw-en blesse·! with bountiful crops.
No other
business prosperity U is been great.
on as high a level of ma
stool
has
ever
people
tetlal well being as ours now stands. We are not
threatened by foes from without. The foes from
whom we should pray to be delivered are our
own passions, appetites and follies; and against
these there Is always need that we should war.
Therefore I now'set apart Thursday, the 3oth
for
day of this November, asaday of thanksgiving
the past and of prayer for the future and on that
day 1 ask that throughout the land the people
gather In their homes and places of worship,
and in rendering tnanks unto the Most High for
the manifold blessings of the past year, consecrate themselves to a life of cleanliness, honor
and wisdom, so that this nation may do tts allot
ted work on the earth in a manner worthy of
those who founded it and of those who preserv
ed It.
in witness whereof 1 have hereunto set my
hand and caused the seal of the I'ulted States to
be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington this second
day of November In the year ot Our Lord, one
thousand nine hundred and tire, and of the In
dependence of the United states tlieone hundred
and thirtieth.

privation,
people

SEAL.
(Signed) THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
By the President.
ELI Η Γ ROOT.
Secretary of State.

THK ϋυνκκ.ΝϋΚ'8 PKOCLAMATIOJ».
of the Unite· I States has deal*
Thur*.lav, November 30th, as » day tot
public thanksgiving and prayer. Thle custom
originate'1 In New Kacland an.l bai always been
«Ç®!»*· "f this State. Therefore
VI, Williamby'he
T. Cobb, Governor of the Stat· ol
Thursday. NoTembei
hereb-v
thirtieth, instant,
1>V. an.l ask al
taoét whoee homes art? ne re, to recognize tht
true spirit of the custom, an·! mtn.iful of theli
obligation slot he nee.ly, to manifest their irate
ful acknowledgement of the blessings of liberty
peace and oublie prosperity, which, under God
have been bestowed upon us all.
Eïecutlve Chamber at Au^uhu
this ninth day of Novemt*r, In the vear of oui
Lord one thousand nine hundred and live am
of the Independence of the United States o1
America the one hundred and thirtieth.

Th? J^I'lent

ΪΗ7Γ1

iP^,nt
ThankstfvlnK

EN.al.V?

W.T.COBB.
,,
..
U
B> the Governor, with the advice and consent ο
toe

Council.
BYRON

BOYD, Secretary of State.

Last Week's Elections.

Elections were held last Tuesday it
several states of the Union, and the re
suits show a rather mixed condition ol
things, as is apt to be the case in an "of

year," though things

are

perhaps

mort

mixed than usual this year, and the re
suits may be regarded as haviug specia

significance.

In the New York city election perhaps
the greatest interest centered. Tht
candidates for mayor were George Β
McClellan, the present mayor, candidat»
of Tammany; William K. Hearst, candi
date of the Municipal Ownership party
and William M. Ivins, Republican. Th<
result as declared is a plurality foi
McClellan over Hearst of 3,480, I rim
having a much smaller vote than eithei
of the other two candidates. This it
the closest vote ever given in the city
much fraudulent
and Hearst claims
voting, and has appealed to the courts
It is likely to take some time to straighten out the snarl.
The most significant thing about the
New \ ork election :s the re-election ol
Travers Jerome as districl
William
attorney. Mr. Jerome as district attor
ney has by his absolutely independent
fearless and vigorous action done mort
for the cause of civic righteousness thai
was ever accomplished by any other in
His name wenl
cum bent of the office.
on the ballot as an independent candi
date, and he received the nomination ol
no party, except a sort of second hand
nomination from the Republicans aftei
their candidate had withdrawn, and tht
courts then decided that his name could
not be printed on the official ballol
in the Republican column. Therefor*
every man who voted for Jerome wai
obliged to split his ballot, a thiQg whicl
it is extremely troublesome to do witl
the cumbersome form of ballot used in
New York state. In spite of all this,
Jerome was re-elected by a plurality ol
about S000. The result is to be regarded
as a distinct triumph for clean politics.
In Massachusetts the Republican stafc
ticket was elected, in spite of a strong

υοο*

independent voter manifestnever before, a&d shewed

as

that it was becoming almost fashionable
to split the ticket. A further fact
demonstrated by the results is that

question,

it!

Publishers

are

iupplying—stop
strange birds, not all of a feather by any
A lively jovial editor likes matmeans.
ter of a funny vein, and so do a majority
it readers, as I have good reason to
know. Others are phlegmatic and overledate and as genial as a tobacconist's
lign. These want nothing in a lighter
rein, hence these things can be trans-
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ZVSemrbermaaeilt
despite

persons came down

on

M„r8;. L.ucii18 AUey
Ae°"

Z
m

the

forent

daughter

have
ret" ">·

Mllls.~
Mildred and
M7rfLJor£eTn chJldren.
with
Wilson's

boerding

?®n
c»
v
η
the past r
avi
N.
Mrs. Β.
year havf
Storey
to
«one
Bangor.
driving team for E· S.

mÎh

BennettShaW

cOTeif"Sbro",er·

A"red· " «-""n

beë^oîo

J}£

edabout20 tons for Ernest Bennett.
The changes at the Aziscoos House

Mr· Tucker and wiîe
?romnUre.r0KU8· ,A« now running the
house.

Company.Ββηηβ"
three
Two or
urday, the 4th.

'°* ** L P"

inches of snow fell SatFirst of the season.

(Ulead.

President Roosevelt, combined with cer- ed between Bethel and Gorham, Ν. H.
tain other results which from a party One man killed four at West Bethel.
Twelve inches of snow, and it's neither
standpoint seemed incompatible with
the presidential vote. In hut week's good
the ground
nor
ed himself

[s quite probable some expert might
Bnd a prolific field at any time. Of
what to write seems to be the
also how to write it. And then the
varied tastes of the readers are to be
taken into consideration, and after all
the editor must decide what is what. I
take no offence when a publisher sees
St to reject manuscript or to oorrect
I draw the line
grammatical errors, but to
cutting and
there. When they go

nr0KlÎal/,a ?egr<*

In the other states the election went
Mrs. Joseph Briggs is quite ill.
about as usual and as expected, and
E. R. Bennett has gone to visit friends
there is little of special interest in the in Norway.
results. Two other city elections are of
Mrs. Melissa Bennett, who has been
interest, that in San Francisco, a town visiting friends, has returned to her
already dominated by the labor unions, home in Norway.
where the Union Labor candidate for
Miss Mary Maker, who has been visitmayor was elected, and that in Salt Lake ing friends, has returned to her home in
City, where an anti-Mormon candidate Gorham, Ν. H.
was elected after a lively fight.
S. F. Wheeler of Gorham, Ν. H„ is
In general the results show that the moving his family into Riverside Cotis
voter
here.
«rt of the independeut
tage.
The y-esence ot the independent voter in
Mr. Orison Griffin has caught a nice
throughout
)he
nutters
country
mink and a coon recently.
large
was demonstrated a year ago by the
There must be less bears in this vicinenormous popular majority received by ity.
Thero have been ten or eleven kill-

elections the

when

There are
locale are very scarce, especially those
worth mentioning, and this appears to
be the case just now, sort of between
It
hay and grass, so to speak. But then
seasons

Lovell.
Mr. Seth Hatch)ω has taken » state
1 loeoae and is baying far In thU vicinity.
Many deer, and mostly large one·, have
jeen shot here daring the past week.
Henry W. Keniston has gone to
Bridgton to visit his daughters.
Ο. B. Andrews has bought the most of
;he

not

wheeling
being frozen.

sleighing,

is fast being completed.
power has borne the name of Republi- which
Bora, Nov. 6, to the wife of Elmer
It is a bad year for hnaèes and
can.

Tratk,

a

daughter.

about here and is

shipping

as

iay of this week, Not. 14,15 and 10. In
connection with the meeting there will
be the customary exhibition of fruit and
Bowers, for which entries will be received np to 11 ▲. m. Wednesday.

_

Sleighs !
A CAR LOAD OF
NEW SLEIGHS
NOW READY FOR

SALE.
I CAN SELL YOU A

...

°°w!nf·

Money

Less

buy

H. P.

Ladies'

Store.

-

of Outing Flannel Waists, all colors, 75c. to $1.25.
One Lot of Flannel Waists, $1.25 and $1.50, all colors.
One Lot of White Waists in Silk, Nun's Veiling, Brilliantine, Damask,
Linen, Poplin and Cotton, plain and fancy trimmed, $1.25, $1.50,

Οης Lot

$2 08, $3.98

and

$5.00.

Plaid Waists in all the new shades and styles, $2.98 and
Silk Waists, $3.75 to $5.00.
These are all new and up-to-date and very stylish.

18-4

Telephone

$3.98.

M. LUNT,
136 Main St., Norway

L.

MILLETT,|

Samson Pant

Discharge.

Bankrupt's

Specialty

-

Have you seen our beautiful line
of Waists? We have the best y
values ever shown.

South Paris, Me.

Strongest Pant in the World.

The seat of the Samson Pant never
splits, seams hold, buttons are on to
stay. Twice the price could not se-

PETER

workmanship

better

cure

materials.

stronger

or

Price $2.50. Try

a

Pair.

FOR SALE BY

F. PLUMMER,

J.

I

"urnlsher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone

106-3.

flMWUHHBimiHIHIHIIMMHWIHIHMHHHI
A.

F.

.MirilTLKKK

Λ.

F.

CO.

A.

lOrBTLEFK * CO.

Do Vou Realize How Much Comfort there is in

a

Hot Water Bottle
During the Next Few Months?
just

We have

received

manufacturers,—this year's

fresh stock direct from the

new,

a

make.

1» 2 and β quart

WILLIAM

Also Flannel Covered.

White, Slate and Red Rubber.

&1.SO

Each.

"g*1®*

75

tloae0*11

F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.

The snow-shroud stirs now,

I

over

autumn leaves

Mrs. Caosie Chadwick has been relving;
The wind is awake and the revel begun.
fused a new trial by the United States
I Court of Appeals, and there seems now
There's a shout in the naked wood, coming and
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
to be nothing left for her to do but to
[L.s.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
A sound, as
was
flames, in the evergreen tree,
of
ten
She
I take her sentence
years.
JAMKS E. HEWEY. Clerk.
Attest:
born stream in its flurry and
I the great news sensation once, and it Like the highland
flowing
wasn't so very long ago either, but so
sea.
broad
bosomed
the
Over level and steep to
Petition for
many big grafters nave come into the
With promised renewal of by-past revlewal
)
In the matter of
her
that
the
since
people
day,
imelight
The moon flings a kindly adieu.
FRANK 0. DAME,
[in Bankruptcy.
I bad almost forgotten her.
While the rock-maple Are In the hall of my sire
Bankrupt. )
"
Says warmly: "A welcome for you!
To the Hon. clarence Hale, Judge of the DisMaine New· Notée.
Kumford Falls, Maine, Jan., 18'».
trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
G. Dame, of Rumford Falls, In the CounResolutions of Respect.
Last week's enow gave a big jump to
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
enterhas
the game receipts, and sent a lot more
Master
Whereas, The Divine
District, respectfully represents that on the 1st
hunters into the Maine woods.
ed our order and taken from lie sister day of April, last pant, he was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
Rhoda E. Rowe, therefore,
wolves
are
back
that
again
Bankruptcy; that be has duly surrendered all
I They say
mourn
we
That
although
Resolved,
his property ami rights of property,and has fully
in the valley of the St. Croix, and the
her loss, yet we should rejoice that an complied with all the requirements of said Acta
I hunters expect some great sport.
hie bankFather has taken her from and of the orders of Court touching

of

Discharge.

Bankrupt's

F.

Mr. and Mrs. all pain, sickness and suffering, to enjoy
who have spent 58 the beauties of a higher life.
Resolved, That Paris Orange has lost a
years of married life in the same home.
a kind sister and friend.
An epidemic of typhoid in Springvale worthy member,
Resolved, That we express sympathy
is supposed to be due to the waters of a
with the bereaved family and send them
I pond used as an auxiliary supply. The
a copy of these resolutions.
I fish are dying in the pond.
Resolved, That in respect to our deAt Gorham Monday Dr. F. S. Hamlet, parted eister our charter be draped for
kl»own citizen, was killed by a 30 days, these resolutions Be spread on
fall while eDgaged in cleaning ont the our records, a copy be sent to the
gutters of his house. He was about 45 bereaved family, also to the Oxford
years of age, and is survived by a Democrat for publication.
I widow and three children.
Mattie I. Richabds, î Committee
on
Georgia Haggett,
broke

couple,

? ,Γ®1,1

[

ruptcy.
Wherefore ho pravs, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under salit
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exdischarge.
cepted by law from such
Dated this 23rd dav of October, A. D. 1905.
FRANK G. DAME, Bankrupt.

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: J VMESE. HEWEY. Clerk

[L. s.J

friend

getting
recommended Foley's Honey

and

cents.

Tar and two-thirds of a bottle cured me.
Despondent because of ill health, StillI consider It the greatest cough and lnng man Rose, 87 years of age, committed
medicine Ια the world." V. A. Shurt- sniolde by hanging at the home of his
leff à Co.
daughter in Guilford Thursday.
ANXIOUS MOMENTS.

Some of the moat anxioui hours of a

mother's life are those when the little
snesof the household have the croup,

rhere is no other medicine so effective
In this terrible malady as Foley's Honey
< ind Tar.
It is a household favorite for

A DISASTROUS CALAMITY.
It is a disastrous calamity, when you
lose your health, because indigestion and
constipation have sapped it away.
Prompt relief can be had in Dr. King's
New Life Pills. They build up yonr digestive organs, and cure headache, dixtines·, oolic, constipation, etc. Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'· drug

throat and long troubles, and as it conno opiates or other poisons, it can
k. Shurtleff Λ Co.
itort;

; tins

2jr

oenta.

A.

SOUIiTLEFF A

CO.

STORES.

WHAT ABOUT FUR COATS?
Have you
or was

good

a

about it?

thinking

If not, isn't it time you had

one?

one,

We have both

Men's and Women's Fur Coats,
large variety of fur» and pirces. About too coats in our
two stores.
Ought to find something you like. The cheapis
est
$12 and the best $6o. Plenty for $15, $iS, $20, $22,
$24, $28. Dogs, Calves, Wombats, Coons. If we do
not have the kind you are looking for we can get one for you.
in

a

We
to

are

purchise

cannot afford
very anxious to show you and you

until you have called

on us.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

SOUTH PARIS.

Order of Notice Thereon.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 11th day of Nov., A. D. 1905, on reading
the foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
A. D.
uj>on the same on the 1st day of Dec.,
1905, before said Court at Portland, In said Disnoand
that
forenoon:
the
In
10
o'clock
at
trict,
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons in
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any thev have, why the
be granted.
pra.erof said petitioner should not
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 11th day of Nov
A. D. 1905.

F.

SHTBTLEFF * CO.

A.

BLUE

Frank

has a
IIE.Rockland
S. McAllister,

Stores, j 5™,","? | Maine.

3

I

all-merciful

to

cents

EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED BY

stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the lltli day of Nov., A. D.
1905.

-

-

NORWAY.

PRICES ON FUR ROBES.
Medium size, gray goat for
44

Largest

1

am

size,

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

plush
44

$ 7.00

S.00

lined,
44

lined,
plush
tip dyed black,
44
44
44
cub bear

9.00

10.00
12 00

tip dyed dog skin, plush lined,. ...$12.00
or wool robes for $7.50 medium
Saskatchewan
the
selling
44

44

and

$8.50 large

size.

JAMES N. FAVOR,

Norway, Malno.

OX Main St„

Threshing !

get your threshing done
by hauling your grain to us.

You
in the highest
style of the art
is to be seen in
the latest thing
in Souvenir Post

Cards,

ioc.

per
card, to be found

only at

..

unpleasant
Pretty late for obicks to hatob, but a
weather the attendance was small, but
brood came up to the barn of Leslie
thirteen ladies being present. The thirKimball from the swamp last 8nnd»y.
teen boxes were sola for thirteen dollars
and sixty-five cents, some of them bringNorth Paris.
ing two dollars and a quarter. The sapa severe snow storm for the first
Quite
time.
social
a
followed
was
by
per
makes one think of what is
The Congregationallst ladies' sooiety one and
met Thursday with Mrs. Charles Davis.
Walker has moved into the
A good number were present and a
house with Mr. Ernest Mason.
pleasant afternoon was passed.
Win Estes is moving to Can toff so reRalph Edwards lias opened a fish port says.
market.
Wm. E. Curtis and wife visit*) at
News has been reoeived of the death
David Bemis' last Sunday.
χ
of Mrs. Chadbourae of Worcester, Mass.,
▲
nioe time to hunt deer on this snow.v
wife of Alonso Chadbourns of Worcester,
have
been
Several
killed
reported
lately.
Man., formerly residents of this tows.
the

—

are quite plenty in thfc secthan you can
anyMr. Ellis Blake shot two TbursEvening 7:30 o'clock.
where else in the couneach.
160
Music.
pounds
lay weighing
Silver Rebekah Lodge, No. 19, will hold Storage of Fruit. Home 8toraoe Results,
F. H. Morse, Waterford.
try.
i social Wednesday evening to which
Music.
Denmark Lodge, No. 50, I. O. O. F., has Co-operative Storage, and the Operation of
the Fruit-Marks Act In Canada,
>een invited, Odd Fellows and wives,
William Craig, (formerly of Canada,) Auburn.
Rebekahs and husbands, single Odd Fel- Full
opportunity for discussion will lie given.
owe and tbeir ladies, single liebekahs Report on above,
Dr. Geo. M. Twltchell.
Music.
uid their sweethearts. An oyster and
THCBSDAT, 10 A. M.
pastry supper will be served at 7 p. m.
The snow is fast disappearing.
Annual Meeting.
Petition For
E. L. Lincoln, Wayne.
of
about
home
is
Mr. Chas. Vanorr's
Report Treasurer,
matter of
)
of
[n
the
Secretary,
Report
ready to move into.
D. H. Knowlton, Farmtngton.
PETER J. MUISE,
} In Bankruptcy.
Mrs. Ada Swan has gone to Mr. John- Report of the Executive Committee.
Bankrupt. )
Election of officers for ΙΟΟβ.
jon's to board.
Γο the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of tbe Disof Richard H. Libbey, deceased
trict Court of the Unlte«l States for the District
Mr. A. W. Belcher has received his Memorial of the executive
committee,"
member
of Maine:
commission as D. D. 6. M. of the Odd
Dr. Geo. M. Twltchell. |
J. MUISE, of Mexico, In the
Fellows.
Report of Committee on "Fruit Packages."
County of Oxford, ami State of Maine,
E. L. Lincoln, L. H. Blossom, Chas. S. Pope,
Dr. Shaw bas been in Portland for a
said
District,
respectfully represents that
in
Committee.
he was duly
sn the 25tb day of March, last past,
few days.
under the Acts of Congress
Afternoon 2 o'clock.
bankrupt,
idjudged
has
he
that
duly surOur Orchard Meeting: The place where It
relating to Bankruptcy; and
Here and There.
rights of property
was held and what Its proprietor has acrendered all his property
the
all
with
w.
requirements
True, New Gloucester. unci has fully compiled
complished,..John
Lessons Learned at the Orchard Meeting,
of said Acts ami of the orders of Court touching
The bead writer is getting in some tine
Edward L. White, Bowdotnhain. | hie bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreet!
work on the daily papers of late, espe- Results of Fertilizing and Cultivating,
V. P. DeCoster, Buckflctd. by the Court to bave a full discharge from all
said
cially when he makes use of ab- Experiments in Orchard Fertilizing,
debts provable against his estate under
are exbreviations, some of them listed in the
Prof. W. M Munson,
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as
such
discharge.
Maine Experiment Station. cepted by law from
dictionaries, and some of them not
Dated this 9th day of Nov., A. D. 1905.
known to that big book. For instance, Evening 7:30 o'clock.
PETER J. MUISE, Bankrupt.
here is a three line head: "Orient Kicks Ladles'Night.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Music.
to Help Bow. Football." Doesn't that
District of Maine, ββ.
A Woman's Wort* In Fruit Growing,
Miss LUIa M. Scales, Temple.
give a very lucid idea as to what interestOn this 11th day of Nov., A. D. 1909, on
In
Work
Orcharding,
ing news may be found under the head· A Woman's
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Marv Augusta Bass, Wilton.
Ordered by the Court, that a heating be had
iug?
Music.
Dec., A. D.
upon the same on the 1st day of In
A Woman's Work In Beautifying the Home,
said Dis1906, before said Court at Portland,
Mrs. Kate B. EUts, Fairfield.
and that
forenoon:
trict, at 10 o'clock In the
The developments in Boston's suit
Music.
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
in
said
District,
case mystery are not calculated to make
Democrat, a newspaper printed
Out In the Moonlight.
and that all known creditors, and other persons
future business any easier or more comand
time
said
the
at
She that wa« little Mies W. of the Mountain In Interest, may appear
fortable for the notorious institution
If any they have, why
District expressed the wish that we unearth place, and show cause.
not &
should
where the crime was carried out.
said
of
tbe
petitioner
prayer
some more jingles. From the gathered dust of
forty years we uresent these—knowing now the granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
J. N. Irish.
Imperfections of them.
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credThe Portland Express publishes figures
and this order, ad·
old review on the moon-painted itors copies of said petition
showing that during the months since There's a grand
dressed to them at tnelr places of residence aa
mountain,
strict enforcement of the prohibitory law
stated.
of
blue
the
For Dlan, the lovely, reigns queen
;
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
was inaugurated in Cumberland County, Yet we miss the low lull of the murmurous
of tbe said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portfountain,
the number of arrests for drunkenness
on the Utb day of Nov.,
That erst lent Its charm to a moonlight re- land, in said District,
has fallen off over one-third, as comA. D. 1905.
view.
E. HEWEY, Clerk.
JAMES
[L. 8.]
pared with the same months of last year.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
And yet Sheriff Pennell says that the Far away to the west where the rain cloud enAttest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
larges,
strict enforcement which he has put into
The brawny-limbed ptaee hold their banners In air,
practice has done the cause of temperBankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
ance no good, unless it has educated peo- Grown strong In repelling the wild stormy
charges
)
Id the matter of
ple up to the point of demanding the re- Of Ventue,
now off In
hie dwelling placeWILLIAM J. CONNORS,
) In Bankruptcy.
submission of the prohibitory law, with
where?
Bankrupt, j
a view to the ultimate enactment of a
of the Disthe silver-starred To the Hon. Ci.ark.nce Hale, Judge
license law. Facte don't seem to count In the van of the pines lean
trict Court of the United Sûtes for the District
birches.
:
of Maine
much in bis reckoning.
The young and the slender, the burly and old,
J. CONNORS, of Rumford, in the
That erewnlle were laid bare to all wtndy reIn
searches
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, on
The Bangor News state* that Instead of trampIn
the
hours
Mid District, res|>ectfully represent* that
long
keeping guard
Throughout
the cold,
the 25th day of March, last past, he was duly
ingfor miles among the rustling leavde ami
re"Ρ their game while It Is beyond gunadjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
shot. the fleer hunter of 190S seat» himself on a With their down-running roots pendant over the lating to Bankruptcy ; that he has duly surrenand rights of property,
his
all
dered
log In the woods road, and leu the guide drive
property
ledges,
around to his perch. This saves a
and ha·* fully compiler with all the requirements
The Ice-coated ledges that weep In the sun,
whole lot of tedious exercise, and so long as the Whose fronts bear the marks of the Thunderer's of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
doer continue as plentiful as they now are, no
his bankruptcy.
sledges,
&,lowance ,n a short
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
The thumping of waves since creation begun.
all
by the Court to have a full discharge from
river the dwarf alders shiver, debts provable against his estate under said
lone
frozet*
the
By
from
a
I And yet, speaking entirely
lay- And utter their
as are exdebts
such
Acts,
except
to
the
bankruptcy
moon;
plaint
man's standpoint, we should say that it
She, dumbly unheeding they ceaselessly plead- cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 23rd dav of Oct., A. '». 1905.
takes the deadest game kind of a sport
ing
WILLIAM J.CONNORS. Bankrupt.
For the summer that perished so soon.
to find satisfaction in hunting in that
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
I way. Who wouldn't rather tramp the The Arctic Aurora, dim herald of changes,
District of Maine, ss.
I woods, on the trail of his game, even
Weaves fringes of Are for the farthermost
On this 11th day of Nov., A. D. 1905, on readbound
with weary feet, than to sit down and
Of the broad, bending heavens. Wherever eye ing the foregoing petition, It Is
wait, and wait, through all the dreary
Ordered by the Court, That a bearing be had
ranges
hours? No moving about, no whistling or
Dwells Beauty becalmcd the whole Armament upon the same on the 1st day of Dec., A. D.
before said Court at Portland, In said Disround.
li*05,
singing, no smoking, no thumping chilled
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that nofeet to warm them up. Just wait for On the
Oxford Demoskyward raised vision pure star-drops tice thereof be published In the
what may come. It takes the kind of a
are falling,
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
And all the rapt spirit star-melody hears;
man who can fish all day without a bite
voice of them Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and come in happy at night to take that "Come higher, up higher"!—the
and show cause, If any they have, why the
calling,
be granted.
I kind of a job. The ordinary man would
the
And sweet as the voice of
long vanished prayer of said petitioner should not
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
years.
get tired and "chuck it up" after a verv
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credshort time.
itors copies of said petition anil this order, adThe volatile vapors fade out and are flying;
a*
Wide over the meadows the fleet shadows run. dressed to them at their places of residence

The deer
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Better

What More can the 8ocletv do?
D. H. Knowlton, Parmlngton.
Report of the Committee on New Frnlts,
Prof. W. M. Munson, Orono.

Denmark.

The Farmington freight train
Mabel Whitman,
) Resolutions.
apart near Greene Monday, and when the
front section stopped at the station the
SON LOST MOTHER.
rear section crashed into It.
Conductor
our family,
runs in
"Consumption
H. E. Miller of Farmington was injured
ble.
week with Mrs. Ο. K. Yates.
about the back and lege and may have and through it I lost my mother,1' writes
to
Mr.
store
and
is
The
At this writing Ethel Holden
goods belonging
danger- been
internally hurt; Brakeman Albert Ε. B. Reid, of Harmony. "For the past
W. Butterfleld were destroyed by fire ously ill with typhoid fever.
G. Judkins was injured about the head five years, however, on the slightest sign
A
small
insurance.
forenoon.
on
sick
is
also
the
Estes
Mr.
Samuel
Thursday
and slightly burned, and Brakeman of a Cough or Cold, I have taken Dr.
Mr. Poor of Lovell is in town packing list.
Mosber was also severely shaken and King's New Discovery for Consumption,
as
ie
on
our
streets
bad
apples.
Traveling very
bruised about the body. None of them which has eaved me from serious lung
Schools in this village close this week. it is neither sleighing nor wheeling.
trouble." His mother's death was a sad
is thought to be seriously injured.
Mr. Clark of Cornish is teaching a
loss for Mr. Reid, but he learned that
Hebron.
this
in
school
in
who
died
Denver
Frank
E.
village.
singing
Kidder,
lung trouble must not be neglected, and
Mrs. Johnson, who is quite sick with J
Fred Sturtevant and his mother spent recently, at the age of 46, was a Bangor
how to cure it. Quickest relief and cure
pneumonia, is said to be comfortable.
Saturday and Sunday in Dixfleld.
boy who had become one of the foremost for coughs and colds. Price 50c. and
Mrs. Gertie Fessenden is in very poor
We saw two men out Friday morning architects in the country.
He was
Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff
health.
I with runners, but they did not look as educated at the University of Maine, $1.00.
& Co.'s, druggists. Trial bottle free.
if they were enjoying it.
Cornell and Massachusetts Institute of
Hebron Grange held an all-day meet- Technology. For some years he was a
Hiram.
The burglars keep at their summer
member of the firm of Curtis & Kidder, work well into the cold weather. On
We have had three snow storms Nov. ing Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Whitney and Mr. architects, of Boston, and
delivered the morning of the 4tb they blew the
5th, Gth and 8th, some eight inches in ajid Mrs.
Ralph Whitney went to Boston several courses of lectures at Technology. safe and destroyed the cash register in
all.
went
a
H.
L.
Mrs.
At the age of 17 he began writing for the the store of S. Meserve & Son at Bar
Whitney
Mr. Paul Laberta has gone to Thomp Thursday.
The house will probably be press and for magazines, and ever since Mills, securing about two dollars in
week
sonville, Conn., to visit three sisters after closedago.
for the winter.
he has been one of the most important money and some stock from the store.
a separation of twenty-eight years.
William Howe, of the class of 100ο, contributors in the country to technical They also entered some other places in
Mrs. Horace F. Flye was summoned
the football game Saturday. publications.
the town but did not secure much
this week to Boston by telegram, her was here to
mother being eeriously ill.
The Northern Maine Seaport Railway plunder.
West Buckfield.
Mr. Charles Alexander is still hopehave been run the
MAN'S UNREASONABLENESS
Mrs. John Flagg has been quite sick. is complete. Trains
whole length of the line and the ballastlessly ill of paralysis.
School closes Friday.
But Thos.
as great as woman's.
is
often
Mrs. Wm. S. Warren of South Hiram
is well under way. The stations are
Miss Fannie Harlow intends to go to ing
S. Austin, Mgr. of the "Republican," of
is in quite poor health.
practioally complete and it is expected Leavenworth,
school
this
winter.
Ind., was not unreasonMr. Elmer E. Blaok has sold his house
that the towns along the road will be enMrs. Emma Bonney has returned to
able when he refused to allow the docto Gardner H. Rankin, Esq.
joying a regular train service within tors to
North Turner.
operate on his wife, for female
three or four weeks. According to press
Fred M. Cooper has a pair of horses.
trouble. "Instead," he says, "we conMrs. Annie Wentworth of Lowell, He commenced collecting cream this notices the management plans to run two cluded to
try Electric Bitters. My wife
passenger and one freight each way a was then so
Mass., and Mrs. Louise Bailey and three month.
sick, she could hardly leave
The
towns
new
road, reaching
children, Mabel, Ethel and Arlon Bailey,
Mr. Osman Warren of East Buckfield, day.
her bed, and five physicians had failed to
so
of
touch
that
have
been
out
easy
long
of Andover, and A. W. Wentworth, have great-uncle to 0. D. Warren, has made
relieve her. After taking Electric Bitwith the outside world, ought to be of
him a visit recently.
lately visited at L. A. Weutworth's.
ters, she was perfectly cured, and can
to
and
benefit
the
inestimable
section,
her
Jones
and
Mrs. Ella (Williams)
John Smith is at work for Harry
now perform all her household duties."
all the towns along the line.
daughter Edith of Salem, Mass., have Buck.
Gnaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
visited her sister, Mrs. Lucy M. WentHE COULD HARDLY GET UP.
druggists. Price 60c.
North Albany.
worth.
Mrs. Martha Kimball has hired two
Daffy of Ashlev, HI., writes,
Misses Vernie and Eva Pike, who
Wellman Reed of Glenwood is in the
This is to certify that I have taken two
have been visiting friends in Hiram and rooms of Mrs. Carrie Penley of Bethel,
hospital at Bangor with a bullet through
and
it
Cure
has
bottles
of
Foley's Kidney
the left lung. He and his wife were revicinity, have returned to their home in and with her daughter, Mrs. Lalia Smith,
will make her home there at present. helped me more than any other medi-1
Lawrence, Mass.
turning from hunting, when Mrs. Reed
I
tried
advertised
cine.
remedies,
from
Mrs.
Smith
has
returned
the
many
of
Hiramis now
just
Mies Ethel Huntress
stumbled and her tine was accidentally
me any relief.
them
but
none
of
Maine
General
gave
Mass.
U
/This
in
Hospital.
teaching
Springfield,
discharged, the bullet going through
Little Alton Penley returned to his My druggist recommended Foley's Kid- Reed's body. It is thought be will reher second year in thut place.
home Sunday, the 5th. He has been ney Cure and it has cured me. Before cover.
Oxford.
visiting his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. commencing Its use I was in such shape
that I could hardly get up when onoe
"I THANK THE LORD!"
Rosooe Emery.
Mr. Ε. H. Pratt, Miss Perkins, Miss
John Kimball is at work for Herman down." F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
cried Hannah Plant of Little Rock, Ark.,
Libby and Miss Wight from this place Browne.
"for the relief I got from Bucklen's
attended the Maine teachers' association
A POLICEMAN'S TESTIMONY.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Towne {nee Ethel
Arnica Salve. It cured my fearful runin Portland.
of
J.
N.
held their reception last SaturPatterson, night policeman
nine sores, which nothing else would
Mr. Waltz, evangelist, is expected Plngree)
day evening. A pleasant time was en- Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had heal, and from which I had suffered for
here to bold a series of meetings.
and
at
bad
on
tried
a
oold
lungs
five years." It is a marvelous healer for
The grange had a box supper Satur- joyed by thoee present, though the snow least à half dozenmy
advertised cough medistorm prevented some from attending.
cnts, burns and wounds. Guaranteed at
day evening. The boxe· were sold at
Kimball
are hauling cine· and had treatment from two physi- F.A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s
Leslie
and
Abner
drug store; 25
auction, the proceeds going to the cordwood to Bethel.
cian* without
any benefit. A

East Bethel.
Indian summer days are due in Novem- grange.

whenever a political organisation has ber, so tradition tells us.
A number of deer have been killed in
intrenched itself in power and become
corrupt, or the people believe that such this vicinity the past week.
Mr. J. H. Swan, Carl and Edgar Swan,
is the oondition, whatever the fact, the
voter· are in a mood to take that organ- and a number of others are away huntization out of power. This is evident ing deer.
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett visited Auburn on
not only from the result in New York
city, where the Hearst vote in opposition business last week.
Mr. Ezra Chamberlain has moved his
to Tammany has come largely from
those quarters of the city where that family to Z. W. Bartlett'· rent and is
organization has heretofore had its working for him.
F. B. Howe, Η. K. Bartlett and others
greatest strength, but in Pennsylvania
and Ohio, where the dominant political are working on the new grange hall

apple·

Mala· Stat· Penological Society.
The Maine State Pomological Society
bold· Ita annaal meeting at Orange Hall,
Danton, Tuesday, Wednesday ana Thura-

The programme of the sessions is as
tot as possible. Tbe crop Is very light
η this vicinity, many large orchards follows:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER IS.
producing hardly more than is needed
)n the farm, bat John W. Kendall bad
Dpenlng Session at 11 A. M.
Rev. Marcla Selmsn, Canton.
Praver
nearly 200 barrels.
of Weleome, W. W. Blanchard. Canton.
Friday evening the people of the Adore··
Prof. W. M. Munson, Orono.
Response,
on
the
oalled
pastor President's Annual Address,
tillage and vicinity
Hon. Z. A. Gilbert, Greene.
< >f
the Congregational church, Rev. C.
9. Shank, at the parsonage. A very Afternoon S o'clock.
of Committee,
peasant evening was enjoyed, and in- Dur Insect Troubles. Report
Z. A. Gilbert, Greene. |
<
iidentally tbey left for the pastor and What the Agricultural Department
has done,
lis family, thirty dollars in money and
and the Present Situation,
Prof. E. F. Hitching·. State Entomologist.
>ther substantial presents.

tarred from one office to another and
ill's well. There's John. You all know
John. There is a vein of humor, let
him write what he will, and John is "it"
The schools closed Friday after a very hour the
guests departed, pleased with
successful term under the instruction of the home, the hospitality of Mr. and in Oxford County, and no imported
Ruth and
Misses
Margaret Stearns. Mrs. Hanscom, and all join in the hope reader compares with John in the estiWhether we shall have a winter term that while we have a teachers' nero home mation of Buckfield critics, and the
remains to be seen. The common school it will be long before we shall have a beauty of it all be improves with age.
at
appropriation voted by the town lasta new teachers' home. Every year the fact So say those that listened to his latest
We might write of
we a late grange social.
March has been fully expended and
is emphasized that in Mr. Hanscom
alludpetition is now in circulation asking for have an ideal principal of our academy. building operations, but we haveof ereca special town meeting to see if the
the C. E. served ed to them during the process
evening
Thursday
town will vote to raise money for winter another of Mr. Bowler's first class stews tion, also the water works.
The water works are a grand thing for
schools.
which can be equalled only by Dr. Tuell's
Miss Mary Newell, who is at the Cen- coffee.
ail, especially those that can afford it.
for
have advanced about 20 per cent,
tral Maine Hospital at Lewiston
The schools in town will cloee next Rente
and "next year" when the electrics come
surgical treatment, is reported some- week for two weeks' vacation.
what improved.
Mr. J. 0. Conner has been spending won't we boom?
It is not well to report all the little
A great deal of sympathy is felt for his vacation in Boston and his brother
Arthur Cole, one of our most worthy has been Oiling his place as station ructions, nor the spiritual standing, as
it might militate against the Sturgis
and industrious young men, in his misagent.
sed.
fortune in meeting with a very severe
Mr. Davis, agent for the Fairbanks ! commission. But nuf
Rev. Mr. ^tbearn and new wife were
accident at the works of the Paris
is removing the steam engine from
Co.,
Manufacturing Company last week, as the mill of J. U. Purington and placing tendered a reception Friday evening at
the church. Many were out, even the
recorded in another column.
a gasoline engine.
and coffee were
The annual meeting of the Ladies1
The snow has sent the hunters into I "miesing link." Cake
with
were in
Universalist Circle will be held
the woods for deer which are quite served; speeches and music
order. A fine social time was reported.
Mrs. O. A. Thayer on Tuesday evening
plenty.
of this week at half past seven.
We were not present, since it is our
West Bethel.
nature to shrink from social functions.
Preparations are being made to put a
in
new furnace in the Baptist church,
A dance occurred at Nezinscot Hall
"If the price of wood rises,
And coal goes up much higher,
Friday
evening.
place of the larger one formerly used,
We Khali curtain our windows,
which is considered as worn out.
Β. E. Gerrieh and Bert Tilton, who
And bank-up the fire.
Hill
Paris
of
the
The following pupils
have ridden over the Turner electric
Then when our friends call,
In sunshine or rain.
schools have not been absent:
road,
pronounce it fine.
door
Ùnd
the
fast,
If they
John Cole.
£. B. Austin was seen Friday with a
K. Stante ν Bennett.
can just call again."
They
\rthur if. Shaw.
Henry E. Shaw.
load of goods heading towards his new
Austin P. Stearns, Jr. Alexander T. Steam.».
from South Taris. Horrid
purchase
blows the wind, the wind of November;
"Chill
one
absent
were
The following
only
tirav are the clouds that cover the sky ;
traveling.
day:
Fallen the leaves that once clothed the maples,
Chester Tuttle, a Bowdoin student,
SoddeD and brown In the pathway they lie.
Herbert Ulbbe.
KUtott E. Newell.
has recently been at home.
Bonald Shaw.
Walter Han ling.
I>eep lu the woods, the blrd-uotes are silent;
M re. Β. E. Gerrfsh remains very ill.
Hushed are the sounds of summer's glad reign;
Rlth I. Steabxs,
Down by the shore the grav se* Is moaning,
Carlton Gardner, we are pleased to reMakwarkt Stearns,
The sorrow of death Is In its refrain."
port, is improving.
Teachers.
If this is mid-autumn we dread the
coming of mid-winter.
(ireenwood.
The Methodist church after being
A. K. Scribner of Gorham, Ν. H., visitclosed several months for repairs was
or 80 farther south
ed relatives here last week.
for divine worship Sabbath
probably the late storm consisted wholly
Mrs. L. E. Bean has three vacant reopened
with all day services. In the morning
of ram; while here it was mostly snow rents in the
village.
of the Lord's supper was
sacrament
the
that U 8tuck to everything;
Rev. F. E. Barton and son of Betbel
the pastor with short
and
β 8"D Γοββ c,ear aDtî bright Hill visited our vidage school one day administered by
In the afternoon the usual
sermon.
Thursday morning it presented a scene last week.
service with sermon and re-dedicatory
pencil to describe.
Adrian Grover shot a large buck deer
service by the pastor. In the evening
Had the whole fall of snow been light
and others were killed near
Tuesday
there was a union service with short adas it usually is in winter, and no waste
here the same day.
dresses by Rev. W. D. Athearn, pastor
by thawing, there would be at least 20
A. Grover, John Gaul and Mrs.
George
j"8t °D® Lal£ that X. K. Springer have been having measles of the Baptist church, Rev. A. W.
Pottle, pastor of the Methodist church,
quite hard, but are now improving.
Charles H. Prince and others. Miss
S. T. White seems to be the prime
H. H. Hastings visited
Superintendent
Jessie C. Tolman of South Paris added
factor in the telephone scheme. He the schools in this
part of the town last
very much to the interest and pleasure
came up from West Paris Friday, held a week.
of the occasion by appropriate musical
meeting at the school house the follow·
Mrs. M. Ellen Tyler has returned from
selections at each service. 8he wsa in
■ok evening, when a board of
Dix field and is with her daughter, Mrs.
excellent voice and never sang with betwere chosen; and now hurrah for a teleBertha Sumner, in Northwest Bethel.
ter effect.
phone through here in due time; indeed,
Miss Agnes Barton, teacher of our
About $700 has been laid out on the
>ome of the jxwtn are already cut and
village school, had a Hallowe'en party church edifice, building an entire new
distributed along the line, and
at her boarding place, to which the
foundation with concrete steps to the
done had ^ 0»'
largest scholars were invited, and all main entrance. The audience room has
been tor the storm above mentioned.
the evening very pleasantly.
spent
I been replastered and repainted, and the
hunter thusfai
J
The snow which fell Saturday was
wasit
wax Frank
rank Morgan, who shot a tine biici sufficient to start a fow men out with chapel also put in perfect repair. Runwater is now being put into the
°f '">nis contaiD'DK eight
sleighs during the afternoon. Monday I parsonage which also has been repaired
of 8teak
in
from
set
storm
a
morning protracted
p,ec,®
i η
Bennett place.
improved, affording a convenient
the northeast, and heavily loaded sleds
Ι ρwav^
including the Hen were on the roads Tuesday and Wednes- I and cosy home for the pastor and his
Pe,rson8>
>
I good wife.
I dncks
brothers, came from Patch Moun day.
The committee who had the church
Mr8· Barnett'!
I repairs in hand were Asa Atwood, Fred
«weû
East Hebron.
Saturday evening. Thes«
Warren and Sanford Lucas. Mr. Ε. M.
*ood musicians anc
Snow storms abundant but not highly
hr
Atwood, treasurer of the trustees, has
instruments of music witl
appreciated.
been foremost in the work, giving much
a large accordion and tin 1
•hem
I inem—one
Farmers have got their work well
I thought and attention to the whole matwind instrument
along, but help is not to be found of ter. The ladies of the society have also
asolophone, and played wholly bi late.
I done their part. While all have done
blowing outward through the nose W
Miss Fronia B. Ryerson passed a short
credit is due to Mrs.
"ever saw anything like it before, anc
time with Mrs. T. L. Rogers this week. well, yet special
I be music it makes is quite similar t< She intends to leave in a very few days, Emma Jewett, the president of the
church aid society, who has been in'hat „f » »'·· Tlieae
after passing a few days with her father
their return last Tuesday intendint in Minot.
defatigable in her work for the church.
A good spirit of harmony prevails in the
to visit their father
A. T. Eastman has bought the farm
Vutk *° «ρ»·"1 owned
society, and the dawn of brighter days
by Everett Johnson, and Mr. I
to appear.
Johnson has bought the farm known as begins
above referred to wai the A.
farm and is moving
Ryerson
Welt Paris.
"* 'g0Qi tim· there. A. T. Eastman wanted the land
Last Friday evening a sociable was
i
that joined his land, not the buildings.
held in Odd Fellows Hall under the
A sad and fatal event occurred it
Mies Mary Warren has returned from
of our high school. School
town last Thursday.
A neighbor's rani her visit in Massachusetts to
auspices
the
spend
I finished last Friday and it is generally
to Frank Verriirs, attack winter with her
R.
P.
FulMrs.
sister,
reported that we are not to have further
w'fe< and 'or the purpose of do ler, and Deacon Fuller.
until the spring term unless
fending her he hastened to the rescue
E. Lane and daughter, Mrs. Smith, schooling
I some special action is taken.
aDd knocked hia are
the
soon,
leave
to
place
preparing
! After discontinuing the meetings for a
< own, m
at the same time breaking hii
<h»wn
F. E. Whiting pressed his hay last week
i
I diseased log. A doctor was summoned to haul on snow. The prospect looks week, there will again be special revival
! services at the Methodiet church. Tliey
Ut once, but it was soon evident that tht fair that he can commence soon.
I commenced Sunday, the 12th, and Rev.
alternative was to amputate the
Mrs. Moschides is preparing to return
I. T. Johnson, an evangelist from Verlimb, which was done; but owing to his to Massachusetts soon.
is assisting Rev. Mr. Nelson.
advanced age and feeble health hecoulc
Our young students have but one I mont,
Some from here attended "Samantba
uot withstand the ordeal and expiree
week's vacation, then a term of ten
at the Court of Fame" on Wednesday
during the following night. The funera weeks.
of last week at South Paris.
occurred the next Sunday;
Miss Clara Merrill is in Buckfieid on a 1 evening
Mr. George W. Ridlon is in town.
86080,1 °f Xorth 1>arie visit to her sisters. She
very
gains
Frank
L. Willie and daughter,
Mrs.
Deceased was twice married and leave.
slowly.
Mrs. Emma W. Mann, went to Norway
three sons by his first marriage; also s
John Uarper has gained and ridee out
the last of the week, Mrs Willie rewidow and one daughter survive him.
when the weather will admit.
I raaining for a short visit with Mrs. C.
East Sumner.
N. Tubbs.
Brownfleld.
The Good Will society is adding to the
°ne Week **ΓΐίβΓ tha'
Mr. Samuel Durgin cf this village, fund in its treasury by tying comfortThit
last yeai, which was on the 13th
superintendent of Brownfleld pour farm, ables and doing other sewing. So much
year on the 6th of
',eddil« 'th< while riding from a mill Tuesday fell work is before them that Thursday
from his wagon dead. Funeral Sunday afternoon of this week they will hold an
at the Congregational church.
I extra meeting with the president, Mrs.
Quite a snow storm Tuesday and Wed- L. C. Bates. The regular afternoon
terriare
something
meeting will be held Thursday of next
the storm. About twenty-tw nesday. The roads

campaign made by the Democrats, at
Our East Sumner hunters are yet ir
the result of which they expressed
at "Four Ponds" and we hear thai
great confidence of electing their candi campare
having good success.
date for lieutenant-governor directly or they

the issue of tariff revision.
In Philadelphia Mayor Weaver, tht
reform mayor of the city, was re-elected
by a large plurality, and the reform
movement carried with it the defeat ol
the Republican candidate for statt
treasurer. Philadelphia has for years
been in the control of a political organization which, under the name of Republican, has been as strongly intrenched
and as corrupt as Tammany in New
York. The upsetting of this carried
with it the defeat of the Republican
state ticket.
In Ohio also the large Republican
plurality of last year disappeared, and
the Democratic candidate for governoi
This result also may be
was elected.
interpreted as a revolt against a "rimr"
and a "bad boss."
Maryland, although Democratic by a
few thousand, has done herself credit by
defeating the proposed amendment to
the state constitution, designed to prevent Negroes from voting, the plurality
U beiDK between ^S»000 and

Backftold.
time· and

Pharmacist.

Office, South Paris.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United State· for
In Bankruptcy.
of
Maine.
District
the

In the matter of
)
EDGAR B. HALL,
J In Bmnkniftejr.
Bamford Falls, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Edgar B. Hall. In
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the Uth day of
Nov., A. D. lie, the said Edgar B. Hall
was duly abjudicated bankrupt, ana that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on the 39th day of Not.,
A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
3ltlms, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
of

ind transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, Nov. IS, 1905.
GEO. ▲. WILSON.
Referee la Bankruptcy.

LOST.

An I. O. O. F. Encampment
Watch Charm. If found please reurn to

CHARLES E. BRETT,
South Paris.

can

International Gasoline Engines
CALL AND SEE THEM

FOR SALE.

IN OPERATION.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
South. Parle, Maine.

A Full Line of

HERALD

RANGES !
WOOD STOVES !
OAK, FOR WOOD OR COAL !

We carry the St. Nicholas Coal
Stove.
All kinds

of Job Work done to

order.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.
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SOUTH PARIS.
Commencing VU)ber 1,1906,
LKAVK

BOCTB

SOUTH PAKW POST OFFIC*.
Office Hour»: 7 JO A. M. to 7 JO P. M.

CHL'BCHKS.
Klrst Congregational Church, Rev. Α. Κ. Bald
l'a«tor. Preaching services, 10 45 a. m and
r * ; Suudsv School 12 M.; T. P. S. C. E.
« r. *
Church graver meeting on Tue*Uy
:ii
evtnlugatT: Oo'c'oci. All, not itherwlse con
η,·, sol. are cortlally invited.
M, tbo list church. Rev H. A. Cltflbri, Pastor
t.
^uulay. morning prayer meeting» » A. M.:
i.tea. hlntf service 10:45 a. M. ; Sabûuh School
:: M., Κ (ι worth League Meeting β 15 p. m :
ev< nlng prayer meetlug 7 Λ» p. *.; prayer meeting Tuesday eveulrg; class meeting, Friday
«

evening.
Rev. J. Wallace Cheebro,
Baptist Church.
on Sunday, preaching service 10:45 a.
fa-tor.
ν
->sl>b*th School 13 Μ.; Υ. Ρ s. C. Κ., β .35 ρ.
μ
Prayer nuetlng 7 P. Μ ; Tuesday evening
j,rayer —ervfce at 7 31). Seats free. All are

last week from the Wild River

a

deer LOSES

region.

THE WHOLE OF

HIS

LEFT

Samantha Allen U all right—and ac
are all the others.
The week's event was the presentatioi
of "Samantha Allen at the Court o!

ARM,

AND SUSTAINS OTHER INJURIES.

While at work in the factory of tb<

able.

Pari· Manufacturing Co. Friday afterThayer is working for his noon, Arthur Cole met with an acoident
brother, Theodore Thayer, in the meat reaulting in the lou of his left arm, and
received other injuries of a dangerout
market.

PARI»

ι, oing iown.east'-ύ 36 Α. M., dally; 9.-30 α. M.,
P. M., dally.
laliy escept Sunday ; 4:35
liolng up (we-I)—#:50 A.M., «Jallv; 3.38 P. M.,
•.ally except Sunday; 3.47 P. M., dally.

Clarence Whitman brought in

THOMAS SMILEY

GLASSES

Charles Bailey, 17 year· old, wm
badly crashed at the Maine Central
freight yard at Brunswiok, early Tuesday. He was at work near the freight
house assisting a fellow workman in
A few reasons for buying your fall clothing and fancy goods here :
Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8.
pushing along a car when tbe accident
Fame," on Tuesday and
Wednesday RMeout, PMtor.
Preaching service Sunday, happened. Signals were set for engines
Large Stock, Good Qualities, Low Prices, Prompt Service. Here are a
evenings. This is something a llttU 10Λ) A. M.; Sabbath School, 12*10 M.; Y. P. 3. and cars to keep clear of the track where
different from anything ever put on hen C. E., Sundav Evening, βΛΟ P. M.; Social Meetfew
samples from our stock with prices.
A shifting en- For many years physicians have sent
7 Ό0 P. M ; regular weekly Pra; er Meeting, the work was going on.
before, and it went off very well in al ing,
It
track.
on
tbe
Tuesday evening.
a
car
shunted
gine
their Headache Patient· to
Unlvenallet Church, Rev. S. G. Davie,
respects. In spite of execrable weathei
OUTING NIGHT ROBES
bore down on the workmen and caught
SHIRT WAISTS
and traveling, the house was filled to th< Pastor. Preaching service un Sunday at 10 A)
A. M. Sabbath School, 19.-00; T. P.C. U. meet Bailey between the traek and the plat- me to have glasses fitted, and the relimit both evenings.
can
we
this
In
Much
warmer than the plain cotton
always
department
7:00 P. M.
form of the shed. The distance between
The piece was produced under thi Ing,
Methodist Church, Rev. C A. Brooks, Pastor.
I show the best styles to be bad.
was sult has been truly wonderful.
some extra values.
foot.
a
than
is
less
them
ones,
Bailey
School,
auspices of Ut. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge Preaching service, 10 30 A. M.; Sabbath
7Λ0 P.M., oaught at tbe waist and badly crushed.
and under the direction of Miss Harriett! ISM) M.; Social Evening Meeting,
from grate- ONE LOT of figured brilliantine, 4 clus- ONE LOT children's robes of good out·
meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting As soon as he could be extricated he was have many testimonials
prayer
Harris of Weymouth, Mass., who ha.· Frt'iay evening.
ters of tucks in front, plaited back,
Epworth League, Sunday taken to his home. The doctors are un50c.
ing, stripes, 4 to 12 years,
P.M.
ful patrons but have space here for
staged thia and "Living Whist" man] evening, β.OJ
cuffs tucked, they come in white, blue,
Baptist Church, Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor able to tell as yet whether or not he will
times in many places, ana who spent twc
ONE LOT ladies' sizes, 14 to 17 neck,
Preaching service, 10 :S0 A. M.; Sabbth School, recover.
:
tan and black, all sizes,
$Ι·9&
only one
weeks here preparing and putting thii 12:00 U.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evenlng7P.
good outing, striped, blue and pink,
M., Wednesday evening, < 30.
on.
ONE LOT of fine nun's veiling, all wool,
South Paris, Hi., April 30,1M7.
Dr.
Glasses on weekly payments.
sUllfulthe
50c.
to
The plot is very simple. The goddesi
me
to
It
certify
gives
pleasure
STATED MKKTIMOS.
tucked front and back, embroidery in
Parmenter. Read my ad.
During
nessofMr. S Richards as an Optician
of fame—impersonated by Mrs. Penfold—
ONE
tbe put six years he has had the entf re m re of
LOT
of
white
F A A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lo«lpe,
outing,
good
plain
$2.98
front, neat, stylish waist,
occupies a throne on tbe stage, and an No. 18, In Masonic Hall. Frtdav Evening on or
mv eye·, and I do oot have tbe headache a· I
75c.
weight, neat style,
nounces her intention of crowning a« bef>re full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
did before be fitted my eyes with glasses, and I
Others at all prices, 98c. to -33.98.
Born.
consult
to
weak
with
or
advise
would
eyes
anyone
assembles Wednesday Evening, on
Queen of Fame the most worthy claim No. 29. full
full
Mr. Richards.
ONE
R. AS. M.,
LOT
of
Oxford
moon.
Council,
before
heavy
fancy
outing,
ant for the honor.
This announcemenl
SKIRTS
DB. C. L. BUCK, Dentist.
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
Id Hiram, Sept. 25. to the wife of Jacob C. Pentrimmed with braid,
89c.
is spread abroad by the heralds, and ir No.
size·*,
I, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
Lucloe.
we
bave
the
best
a
is
Our line of skirts
Samantha and the Others.

Arthur Cole Serioualy Hurt.

This is our Indian summer, perhaps.
At any rate, it is very mild and comfort-

UKAND TKCKK &AILWAT.

TRAIN·

Mr. and Mr*. W. Ν. Davie gave a whist
of two tablée Saturday evening.

I party

Charles E.

character.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hargrave of
Mr. Cole was at work on a planer,
Portland are guests at N. D. Bolster's
running short stuff. A stick shortei
for a few days.
than the distance between the front and
Rev. H. A. Clifford goes to Portland rear feed rolls swung around nidewise
Tuesday to attend a funeral and will re- after it paseed the finit roll. Mr. Cole
took a stick in his hand, and without
turn υη the evening train.
stopping the feed, reached over the feed
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Morton and Mr.
gear to straighten the stick, when the
and Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler are spending sleeve of his frock
caught in the gear
a few days at Camp Concord.
and drew him in. He had presence of
Mrs^W. W. Barnes of Portland has mind to ki<*k off the feed belt, which
been a guest at T. S. Barnes' for a few was within his reach, but before the gear
far that
days. Mr. Barnes was there over Sunday. stopped, he was drawn into itofso his
the fleah of the under side
arm,
Our theatre goers didn't attend the and of the
body below the arm, was fearof
Faust
at
Thursproduction
Norway
fully mangled and torn. Even after the
day eveuing. It wasn't there—didn't machine was stopped, it was necessary
show up.
to wait for the foreman to come before
not
The Methodist W. P. M. S. will meet he could be released, the other men
with Mrs. Davis promptly at 3 p. m. kuowing how to do it. It was afterthe physicians that the
Thursday, and conclude the book used wards said by
main artery of the arm having been cur,
on Japan
he would have bled to death even before
All who want turkeys for Thanks- he could have been released, if the grindgiving from Thayer's meat market are ing action of the machine had not no imrequested to leave their orders early, as bedded the severed artery in the flesh as
turkeys can only be bought in the cities, to check the bleeding. As it was, he
and must be ordered in advance.
bled but little.
Physicians were at once summoned
The Democrat lias been presented with
and he was taken to Dr. Stewart's office
a Mayflower blossom, which is one of
and attention given his injuries, and on
ijuitea bunch pu ked on theôth of Novemwhich left about an
ber, by little Willie Thibodeau, on the the afternoon train,
the accident, he
farm of William Can well iu Monmouth. hour and a half after
was taken to the Maine General Hospital
"Samantha Allen at the Court of in Portland.
Fame" will be repeated at the Opera
At the hospital it was deemed necesHouse next Wednesday evening, Nov. sary to amputate the arm at the shoulder,
on
at
Shurtleff's
sale
15. Tickets
drug which was accordingly done. He stood
«tore. South Paris, and Stone's drug the operation well, and came out in as
jtore, Norway.
good shape as could be expected, conof his injuries.
Good Cheer members whose names sidering the severity
There is some danger of blood poisoning
t'ommence with letters from Ν to Ζ inof foreigu substance—
clusive are requested to meet with Mrs. from the quantity
dirt and grease—which
L'hns. H. Tltayer next Wednesday at 2 clothing fabric,
the wounds on his
was ground into
I». m. to make arrangements for the DeIf this danger can be got over,
ember supper which occurs on the 5th. body.
he may be expected to make a good reThose not absent one day from the covery.
as
school
are
f'leasanr Street primary
Mr. Cole is the oldest son of Harry ti.
l folio we:
Cole of Paris Hill, and is 22 years of age.
Μ ri υ rte ChanHer.
•'reeman Abbott.
He has been employed by the Paris
Kre<t<lle Graves.
ιΙ»·Ίοη (inj.
Manufacturing Co. most of the time for
Vrthur Dow.
Mary Abbott.
à number of years, and has been very
Jessica Ccktis, teacher.
industrious and prudent. He is of rather
George B. Crockett is confined in bed » quiet disposition, but of good charitith an injury to his shin. The injury acter, and his full recovery, even with
vas received by the tipping over of a the loss of an arm, is hoped for by many
to do friends, who extend to him their fullest
· ■Lair into which he had

NORWAY.

Cure Headache.

dexter, daughter. Marguerite
response to it there enter to appropriate full moon.
In Lovell. Oct. 23, to tbe wife of F. A. KennleI. OrO. F.—Norway I*xtge.—Regular meeting
music and appear before her, one by one,
ton, a daughter
in odd Fallows' Half, every Tuesday Eveninv.
In Locke's MUls, Nov., to tbe wife of Frank
various women drawn
from history, Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
Steven*, a eon
>nw.
κι·
Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evenromance and allegory, who
severally Fellows'
In Fryeburg, Nov., to the wife of George Page,
I l\crsallot Church, Rev. J. H. LUtle, Pastor
GRADUATE
of each month. Mi. nope R^bekah Lodge,
ing*
«on.
the
of
their
claims.
a
M.
at
10:45
a.
preseut
ground
No. 58, meets on flrst and third Friday of each
Preaching service every Sunday
In Parle, Nov. 1, to the wife of Charles Damon,
the
comers
is
our
old
friend
Kveulng service, 7
Sun lay School at 12 X.
early
Among
month.
SOUTH PARIS.
a son.
V *.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
Samantha Allen, who volubly sets forth
In East Bethel, Nov. 5, to the wife of Elmer
A. O. Noyes
STATED MKKTINOS.
a daughter.
her claims, with an entertaining run- every Thursdav Evenlne. u. R.,
Traek,
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
F.
ï" t A. M.—Pari* Lodge, So. i>4. Regular
ning fire of local allusions and hits. Dur- month. Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. S., second
Tues lay evening on or before full moon.
r.· ν
the remainder of the scene she en- and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
ing
Married.
and
second
1. ». ». F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetmeets
P.
of
Grange
H.—Sorway
livens the proceedings by frequent apt
In,·*. Thursday evening of each wee*.—Aurora
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
comments on the claimants as they apΚ ampmeut.'tlret and thlixi Monday evening»
G. A. R.-Harrv Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
ot each month.
In Pleasantdale, Nov. 4. by Rev. Frank W
OFFEB TO REFUND MONEY IF HYOMEI
pear. Of these there are about thirty, New G. \. R. -fall on the first Tuesday Evening
R.—Mount Pieasan· Rebekah Lodge, So.
1>
all familiar names, celebrated in history of ea< h month.
smith, Mr. Charles H. Merrill of Auburn and
DOES NOT COKE CATAKKII.
v, meets second and fourth Friday» of each
W. R. C.-Meets in New G. A. B. nail, Mon- Mise Nettle E. Bonnev of Norway.
or fiction, grave and gay, impressive or
atn In Odd Fellows' Hall.
In Harrison. Nov. 5. by Rev. Ε. Z. Whitman, To the Editor of the Oxford Democrat:
day .'veidng.
In
moots
Miss
Bertha
No.
and
I.Β -Η". Κ. Klmba!'. Post. No. 14S, meets
P.—Lakeddc
Harrison
177,
Lodge,
Mr. Albert C. Davis of
amusing. The crown is not awarded Ν. E. O.
We have been asked recently if the adtir t and third Saturday evenings of each
until Columbia appears, attended by Sow G. A. R. Hall, on the llrst and third Wed- I Miller of Waterford.
'n G. A. R. Hall.
ncs lay evenings of each month
In West Paris, Nov. 1, by Rev. Aappo Salmi- vertisements printed in your columns
the
and
meet»
Urat
when
Porto
Rico
Cuba.
K. Kimball Relief Corps
Hawaii,
Win
Ο υ. Λ. M.—Norway and South Paris Council, nen of Worcester, Mass., Tom Cummlnge
regarding Hyoraei were true, where we
at^ ί thirl ^aturlay evenings of each month, In
laurel wreath is placed on her brow, and No. 10, meets at G. A. B. Hall every Tuonlay and F.lea R. Cummlngs, both of Parle.
if this treatttellef Corp· Hall.
evening.
In Sumner, Nov. 5, by George A. Chandler, offer to refund the money
of
the
curtain
down
to
the
strains
goes
>· of H.—Parla «range, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
We winh
U.o. p. P.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets Keq., Mr. Joseph I. Smith of Sumner and Mise ment does not cure catarrh.
the
Star
the
Ranner.
Saturlay; during
eta flrst and thlrl
Spangled
second ami fourth Wednesday evenings of each Jennie C. Dunton of Parle.
you would please print this letter in as
ilnder of the year, meet· e\ery Saturlay, In
r*
From a literary standpoint much of mon h.
Γ. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
conspicuous a place as possible in your
ii tuge Hall.
the piece is not impressive; but as a
Γ. o. t*. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
m ets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
Died.
paper, saying that we absolutely agree
combination
of
character
play, spectacle, eaeb month
e :· .ι mouth.
to refund the money to any purchaser of
s. K. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, So. lsi,
and vaudeville, it is decidedly entertainK. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meet' in Ryera Hyomei outfit if it does not cure
In Brownfleld, Nov. 7, Samuel Durgln.
: -econil and fourth Wednesday evenings
a.
hall, every Thursday evening, September to
ing. The costuming is entirely appro- son
In Denmark, Oct 87, Mrs. Lillian Smith Craw- catarrh.
of ach month.
May, flr>-t and third Thursday evenings, May to
31, meets every
ford, wife of J. W. Crawford of Lowell, Maes.,
priate, and excellent judgment was used September.
v. of P.—Hamlin Lodge, So.
This outfit consists of an inhaler of a
ag«d 40 years, 1 month, 1 day.
Fr ay evening at Pythian Hall.
in assigning the characters.
In Lewlston, Nov. 7. Hattle Μ wife of Β Η. convenient size to be carried in the vest
Sleighs were seen upon the village McAIIUter
In the title role of Samantha Allen,
8
50
months,
ears,
of
j
Norway, aged
week for the first time
Miss Urace TLayer gave * whist party
pocket so that the user can breathe HyoMrs. A. L. Holmes waved her big cotton ! streets during the
m days.
With this
mei four or five times daily.
this season.
of live tables at her home last Monday
umbrella, which sho clutched about the
is included a medicine dropper and a
Charles Partridge, E»q., of Rochester,
evening.
to
and
looked
and
the
acted
middle,
part
bottle of Hyomei. The outfit sells for
! X. Y., visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Stove Wood for Sale.
Mt. Mica Lodge, i. O. O. F., will work
perfection. To enumerate the other ! C. W.
at Norway Lake, this
$1.00 and is a must economical treatment, :
Partridge,
all
of
were
well
carried
which
next
characters,
second
Thursday
the
degree
for the inhaler lasts a lifetime and there
week.
First clas< quality.
out, would take too much space. The ;
evening.
is enough Hyomei for several weeks'
Mrs. Abbie J. Tubbs and eon, O. J. C.
Greek dance with which the Hceue open- !
B.
W.
DbCOSTER,
were in town duruse, while extra bottles can be obtained
The work of labeling and shipping this
ed waR very gracefully done by Miss Tubbs, of Waterville,
South Paris.
for 50 cents.
after their teneyear's pack at the corn factory was tinEdna Easson, and Miss Daisy Hayes and | inn the week looking
in the village.
We trust this letter will settle any
ished last week.
Miss Bertha Cbaney of Norway. As the | ment bouses
doubts that may have arisen as to our
The rural delivery post boxes are being
gypsy queen, Miss Lotta Richardson of j
The regular rehearsal of the festival
WAVTED.
order
numbered Id compliance with an
willingness to refund the money for a
Norway gave a very pretty and graceful from (he
chorus will be held at Highland Cottage
in a Hyomei outfit, in case the purchaser is
poet office department of recent
housework
do
to
Clark
Inasmuch
also
as
Louis
Woman
dance.
this Monday evening.
not perfectly satisfied.
issue.
;
was the only male in the entire cast, alof four.
We wish to say emphatically that ourl
stepped
Mr. aud Mis. Fred Cummings left for
Λ tiauce was held in New Hall Friday
it
not
he
a
not
word,
may
spoke
though
Mr. and Mrs. i
on Hyomei holds good, and
a stay at Bemis this week.
guarantee
evening with music by Steams' Orches- iome work. It was at first considered iympathy.
is
amiss
to
him.
It
be
make
mention
of
M.
H.
BERRY,
In all the years of this company's
< >f uo
we will refund the money to any dissatisEd Cununings stay there most of the;
consequence, and he kept about on
tra. and a fair attendance.
to
look
a
for
art
good
bright
boy
t for about ten days before surrendering work, there has never before been an ac- high
South Paris. fied purchaser who simply states that he I
time of late where be looks after the
cident in which the victim was so badly and act as much like an idiot as he did, firm's interests.
Subject at the evening meeting at the ο it. It is doing well.
has used the treatment according to
of
in
the
character
Ike
the
Partington.
next
church
Sunday,
luiversalist
wangled as in this case.
directions and not been helped.
Miss Grace Bicknell, assistant in the :
Hamlin Lodge, Knights of Pythias, will
The performance will be repeated
need of reserve power. Leader, Mr. A.
Respectfully yours,
high school, is confined to her home by
< •brferve its annual roll-call at Κ. P. Hall,
Wednesday evening of this week, and sickness.
Suggestions as to the Roads.
E. Forbes.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
Myrtle S. Blackwood of Batee
of
Members of
seats are on sale at Shurtleff's and
evening, Nov. 17.
Inquire
•"riday
is supplying for her.
J. A. Record and family have moved i tlizpah Assembly are invited, also all
Stone's.
F.
EASTMAN,
GEORGE
!
the
Invitations to
Congregational
from the rent in C. W. Bowker's house J esident Knights not members of llamlin FAILINGS IN OI K TKEATMENT OK THEM
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
church roll call are out for Thursday ;
South Paris.
Another Italian Stabbing Affray.
into the house of C. Freeland Penley on j jodge. There will be an entertainment
POINTED Ol'T BY A TAX ΓΑΐ k-R·
In the matter of
will
servbe
10th.
Nov.
Supper
evening,
WILLIS O. RECORD,
High Mreet.
ind light refreshments will be served.
} In Bankruptcy. |
ed before the roll call and talk by memBaukrupt.
with ladies are Editor Democrat :
SERIOUS IF
RESULTS IN A
Kev. F. Η. Cole of Mechanic pans win ν U1 members of the lodge
A CAROUSAL
bers.
Hon.
Clakkkce
To
the
Hale,
Judge of tbe Dis-1
I would ask the selectmen and road
to be present
trtct Court of tbe United States for the District
NOT FATAI. ASSAULT.
preach at the Universalis! church next equested
1 lie BCnooi committee uave vuieu ιυ
of Paris to give serious
of
Maine:
the
with
pastor,
Sunday on exchange
Repairs are being made on the old j ind candid consideration to the suggespurchase a "Tiffany Industrial Cabinet" |
O. RECORD of E.lrfleM, In the CounKev. Mr. Little.
As the outcome of a carousal in the for the schools. The cabinet contains
'acitic hand engine. It was discovered
ts of our state road commissioner o"
ty of Somerset, but foruierlv of South Paris,
work at
did
finished
the
at
tub
settlement
Smith's
and
I
Italian
materials
raw
of
of
earn
room
stock
of Oxford and State of Maine,
hat,
good
Crossing,
In
the
a
Count?
and
although
have
pies
now
I
all
oars
reading
The public library
he careful examination of
In said District, rce|M>ctfullr represents that
I he time of rhe tire drill a few weeks
near Rumford Falls, on the night of products of eighty-six of the representaw 11, until further notice, be open three
icross the roads, and ditches,
on
'29th
of April, last past, he was
the
day
which was said
a
officers took into tive industries of the country. It is
here are hills liable to be «ashed in Sunday, the 5th, the
evenings each week, Tuesday, Thursday s inet·, throwing stream
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
beat the hydrant
tbe next day four Italians, considered a most excellent thing for
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that be has
and Saturday evenings, and Saturday 1 »y the spectators to
lie fall rains, or in early spring when custody
1
duly surrendered all bis property and rights
charged with assault upon a fellow the schools.
tream, one of the pluugers was broken, ■he fro«t is coming out.
afternoons as usual.
I am celling at your own price. of property, and has fully comp let! with all the
who was in a dangerous
t is an old break, probably made at the
About Nov. 18 the ladies of the Nor- which
countryman,
roads
and
bave
We
can
not
keep
good
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
The young people and children of the
I also have a large lot of Hou«e- Court
store tire several
me of the Bolster
touching his bankruptcy.
there 1. better care condition with a cut in the groin. The way Orange will give a chicken pie dinn town unless
Wherefore he prays, Tnat be may be decreed
Congregational Society will give a sup- ears ago, the last time the engine was •iken of them, and where it is billy, brawl is said to have'wound up with the ner at Grange Hall.
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$1.00 and
this year.
HENRIETTAS
MAS at $1 00 and
CROUP.
and springe.
is
It
undoubtedly
cures.
manent
bron Academy, was called to his home supply for the stream»
trim·
with
and
colors
medicine and one thai America's Greatest Medicine for AmeriA reliable
A petition to tbe management of the here last Saturday by the illness of his
$1.13, MOHAIRS, &cM &c , in all
SfLLS MORE OF
should always be kept in the home foi ca'.-· Greatest Disease—Catarrh.
Grand Trunk is in circulation here, ask- brother, Oscar Parsons.
desirable
mings in all the new and
South
CONGH REMEDY THAN OF ALL immediate use is Chamberlain's Cougt
ing that reduced rates of fare to
Arthur Talbot ia still suffering from
It will prevent the attack ii
Bin Is Relief Iter Vnui.
to
Paris and Norway may be made on what
OTHERS PUT TOGETHER.
Remedy.
and varied and we are
Our stock is
which he reoeived while assistas soon as the child become) 1
If yon have pals· In the back, Urinary, BUdare known as "Saturday tickets," just injuries
Mr Thos. George, a merchant at Mt given
a rock
want a certain.pleassad
in
trouble,
or
and
W.
K.
Clifford
der
the
one
needs.
moving
after
Kidney
Portland
even
with
or
cougl
cronpy
show
ing
hoarse,
as ia now the case
ant herb remedy for w»m«'· 111», try Motto
which he was digging. A
Lewiston. As ia well known, tickets from a ditch
appears. For sale by Shurtleff A Co. Gray'· Aa»trallaM-Leaf. it Is a safe monthly
and
a plank went against
broke
Oxford
to
Portland
chain
M
cents.
Jones
mall
line
»
or
on
the
South
At
Store,
Drtimrtsu
Drug
by
Paris;
from any station
regulator.
Talbot's face. Fortunately there
Sample package FBKB. Address, The Mother
ι Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
or Lewiaton, good going on Saturday Mr.
Co., Le Boy, Ν. T.
or over.
Gray
no bo mm broken.
were
before
Monday
time
and returning any
CHAPPED HANDS.
than
night, are sold at ten oenta more
seriousFoot-Base
has
been
who
fiet
AUea'i
et
rootsoret
β
Dea*t
Oscar Parsons,
Wash your hands with warm water
single fare. The object of this petition ly ill at his home for several days, was
A wonderful powder that cure· tired, aching,
dry with a towel and apply Chamber swollen, sweating
ia to get the same advantage for traveler·
feet and make* new or ttgnl
Central
the
Maine
to
Lewiston
to
taken
before going to bed iahuee eaay. Atk to-day for Allen'· Foot-Eaee,
Considering the
Iain's
Salve
just
to these two towns.
[
Sunday morning where an
and a speedy cure is certain. This salvi > At all Druggkta and 8noe Store·. SSota. Don')
amount of business which the Grand Hospital
«
it
to
and
my
given
was
performed for appen- it myeelf
accept any •ubetltute.
is also unequaled for skin diseases. Fo
Trunk gets from these towns, the re- operation
duoitia. We are informed that the
quest is certainly not an unreasonable ; operation was suooessful and that the
co., Soutl ι sale by Shurtleff A Co., Sonth Paris r
Hark! What waa that? Mine explo
one.
The petition has been signed by
Drug 8 tore, Norway; Jones Dru|
relatives and many friends of Mr. Par- Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyei ι Noyea Oxford.
•ion at New Hall, No?. 23d.
all the business men and Arms of the
Store,
I
sons may hop· for » speedy recovery.
Drug Store, Norway.
two places.
>

Samuel Richards,

OPTICIAN,

COMMUNICATION FROM
SHURTLEFF & CO.

A.

|

ever

school, all ages,
mixture, plaited, very full, 28 to 3«5 4 to 14 years.
inch length,
$2.50;
ONE LOT of solid colon, in cotton and
ONE LOT ladies' separate skirts of Ox-i
wool cashmere, velvet yoke, capes on
ford mixture,
$2.50
shoulders, yoke, cuff and collars trimONE LOT separate skirts of novelty
med with fancy braid, sizes up to 14
mixture, 4 clusters of box plaits, scams
years,
$1.75
$4.98
bound, stylish, durable skirt,
in
blue
of
skirts
LOT
ONE
ONE LOT of cashmere, box plaits, susbroadcloth,
and black, β clusters of plaits, making I penders, trimmed with silk soutache,
$4.98
cream applique and buttons, full plaitvery full skirt, well made,
ed skirt, lined throughout,
$2.75
Other pretty styles up to $9.00.

GLOVES

.....

DOG SKIN
one

JnXioners

Every Week.

WILLIS

large

MILLINERY

■

jars

Beds, Bedding, Dishes,
good

k"°wn,to*|j®

inenf,

50c

of

the tan

in

only

quality,
1
" heavy

sweater

we

$2.98

liave ever shown.

HAND BAGS

the $1.00 and

patterns,

69c. $2.98.

tilings

yarns,

sleeve, flat collar,
plain pearl buttons, the best fitting
loose front, large

$1.00

few hints of the

a

m, whit0 and gray

Just arrived, large lino of

We have almost any size in
corset that we are selling for

This is

uxtra yaIueJ) ,Q n(Jw

fome

ONE LO Γ of fine

shades.!

....

CORSETS

many

new

sizes, prices

that it will pay you to

buy

styles

25c. to

here.

Maine.
FOR

Style, Fit and Durability

Wear

Ψ

Keith's Konquerors
The Gentlemen's Shoe that is RIGHT.

J

j

clasp,

colors,
gloves

I

Watch for my List

ir

and colors,

gtJ^

golf gloves, black,I
good yarns, 50c.

ONE LOT all wool
white and

!

W<J have

|

PIGS FOR SALE.

j

thread, black

silk lined, all., sizes,

SWEATERS

you!

We can give you almost anything
wish for in wool, cotton or kid.
ONE LOT lisle

Neat little dresses for

family

J

j

CHILDREN'S DRESSES

shown.

ONE LOT misses' skirts, black and blue

Price

$3.50 and $4.00.

Frothingham,

W. O.

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

Organ,

Vailed,

Wanted.

Ε

PEELED PULPWOOD.

fimited

Poplar

po^ibilities

"have

Ε. H. PIKE,

jay
footle

hTveVfeeM screws*

ïhe

r.S-n

Our

new

to 16.

Long

Ru8eia"^p?°

Cold Weather is Here

_

ST mie

CeeA co!5 £n

SO ARE OUR

qu^

bsx s? ^ ws»

$33.00

iLff

______

Sfain°e!

Are You

Going

to Have

a

$1.50,

$1.25,

styles.

large
anything

SSriTAsrss!
"fST I. VhurtlST

New Oown?

always pleased

Candy Saturdays with every cash purchase of $1.00

■

I

U&Z.S. PRINCE,
Norway,

Maine.

trousers suits for the

NORWAY,

corrected^

_

offers

proof

of

larger boys.

H. B. Foster,

»»'·,

RHODE ISLAND REDS.

Boys' Clothing

superior values that we are showing in boys'
wearing apparel. We have suits for all ages.
Russian and Junior suits for boys from 3 to S.
Norfolk ami double breasted suits for boys from S

~SLÂVES7~

DR. PARMENTER

stock of

the

Our
Is

getting

MAINE.

Carpet

Room

into its Fall Dress.

It

has all kinds of Floor Covers.
Carpets,

Art

Squares, Carpet Sized Rugs, Mud

Mats, Rubber Mats, Wire Mats, Stove Hats and all
Carpet Room Sundries.

N.

Dayton

Bolster & Co.
ΜΔΙΝΒ.

IOUTH

$3.50 Army Shoes for $2.50
We have a lot of Men's Army Shoes, 8, 9, and 10, made of
the very beet of stock in every part, perfect shoes in every

Regular price $3.50, AND THEY ARE
respect.
WORTH IT, our price while they last is $3.50. They are
the best goods ever sold for that price. If you wear 8, 9 or
10 we can fit you.
WE ALSO

HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF THOSE

Pure Gum Rubbers
With Leather Tops
popular last season. Hunters are delighted with them.
We have 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 inch leg. Price from $2.75
to $3.75, according to length of leg. Remember if you want
want here.
any kind of footwear you can find what you

so

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

E. N. SWETT, Manager.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Telephone I18>8.

A LOW PRICE
—

close

out

ACHED IN EVERY BONE.
Womu Who Was So
Sick She Could Not Sleep or Eat·
Cured by Doaa's Kidney Pills.

Chicago Society

—

Carpets

Wool
to

ON

When a woman's kidneys go wrong,
her back give» out and every little task
be*-ornes a burden. She is tired, nervous,
sleepless, run down—suffer· daily from

backache, heahaches, dizzy spells, and
beari UK-down pains.
Don't worry over imagined "female
troubles." Cure the kidneys and you will
be wclL Read how to find the cure.
Marion Knight, of 33 N. Ashland Ave.,
Chicago, 111., member of the Chicago
Federation of Musicians and a well-known
club woman, says: "This winter when I

odd patterns and clean

up stock-

Chas. F. Ridlon,
MAINE.

urine was thick
and cloudy, and
I could barely
eat enough to
I felt a
live.
change for the

DeWitt
OtVM I· tte him to look for when
VM to to buy wfieh Haxal Salv·.
beWfa'a Witch Haiel Salv· la th·
la fact
tenuln·.
jrtflaal and only Witch
Huel Salv·
DeWWafa lb· only
unadulterated
th·
from
that la aède

A

use

Pills I ached in
every bone and
had in tense
pains in the kidneys and pelI vie organs. The

Corner Main and Danferth Sts.,

NORWAY,

το

startea

Doan's Kidney

M

better within a

The second weeK ι began eating
heartily. I began to improve generally,
ami before seven weeks had passed I
I had spent hundreds of dolwas well.
lars for medicine that did not help me,
but $·; worth of Doau's Kidney Pills reweek.

Witch-Hazel

eounterfeltr—beae imland worthleaa —eve·
danferoua. OaWltt'a Witch HaaelSalv·
Blind. Bleedlnf.
jea aeedflc for PI lea; Pll*·.
AlaoCuti.
fiablat and Proiradinc
Lacerations.
Sprains.
Bruiaaa.
praa,
Çontuaiona. Bo< ». Carbunol··. Ecaaraa,
TWtar. Salt Rheum, and all Other Skla
AMmfcaia ara
MOM· aheap

stored me to perfect health."
A FKEE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Miss Knight will
be mailed on application to any part of
the I'nited States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
buin Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

Dteniie»

SALVE

dealers ; price, fifty cents pec box.

niriiio sr

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
of this Company, is insured
against fire and marine risk.

No

Franklin

Tenney,

C

ο c oa

cocoa

p. m.

Ε. W.

is

CHANDLER,

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outalde work, send In your order·. Pine Lum
»>er and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cuh.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.

Mafehed Hani Wood Floor Boards for sale.

W.

E.

CHANDLER,
Maine.

*>at Sumner

Plumbing and Heating.

L. M. TUFTS,

Jobbing promptly
Telephone connection.

SOUTH PARIS.

for team.

FOITRHONET^TAR
9m
M<«i

attended to.
No charge

Xj. M. Longloy,

Norway,

frw—U NimhIs

Maine.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

is a metropolitan newspaper (or busy people, almost at
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carrie)
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the must important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have noi
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only #1.30 per year, butyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

PAPER.

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

large, new buildings and new
equipment throughout, revised courses
of study and increased teaching force, it
With

germs and before bacteriology had proved that these are even now the main
means of overcoming unsanitary condi-

tions from any cause.
The eame doctrine applies as much to
The thouour homes as to our ships.
sands who are at this time putting their
houses in order have abundant opportunities of proving the practical value of
this very simple method of dieease prevention.
Clean and well ventilated apartments
..re always safe habitations in all weathers, in all seasons, and are the main
factors in reducing eickness and mortality in any community.
The great consideration is not only to
make them so but to keep them so. It
ι* a question of ceaseless detail and the
constant care of little things. The sanitary arrangements of the modern domicile are growing more and more complicated. In most well regulated and well
appointed houses the number of servants
far exceeds that of the family. It requires no small executive ability on the
part of the housewife in any station to
the necessary work run
all
have
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upper left hand letter, names
diagonal,

The
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pleas-

with
a

ant season.

Crosswords: 1. To become visible. 2.
A piece of furniture. 3. To make or
grow fat 4. Contrary to Justice. 5. A
brand, β. A fish of a reddish yellow
color.
Ko. 319·—A Word Poule.

I am a common phrase of thre€
words. The second is of two letters,
the first more and the third less. Comparing the first and third words, however, one finds that they have the
The whole
same number of letters.
phrase contains ten. What Is it?
No. 313.—Prefix Parnate.

1. Prefix a syllable and change a
blemish Into a tyrant.
2. Prefix a syllable and change an

offense into ueglwt.
3. I*reflx a syllable and change a de
jfree Into disgrace.
4. Prefix a syllable and change to
fold into to trrow less.
Odd Mention.

Why is the figure 9 like a peacock 1
Recause it Is nothing without its tail.
The road which leads to success is
mactuianiized with grit and sand.
The man who always keeps his word
shouldn't be called selfish.
"A .word to the wise may be suffihas anybody discovered
cient." but
which word It Is?
Warm words are often responsible

il»/* 4ktn/»a mAaf narrlonk

ed are often those of greatest sanitary
importance. The cellars and drains, for
inetance, are striking examples in point.
What should be the cleanest part of the
house is often the receptacle of every
kind of rubbish that can be hidden and
packed in the dark corners. The cellar
being out of sight is usually out of mind.
The hot air furnace that is to supply
the heat for the coming winter may still
hold the cinders of the last fire, its flues
may be choked with the accumulated
soot of months and the registers filled
with the dust from the sweepings of
spring and summer. How much these
conditions may have to do with the
stuffy character of heat supplied to the
family during the long winter months to
come needs hardly to be mentioned.
The dust problem is one that must appeal to all, particularly to such as must
live in closely packed rooms for months
at a time. We are told that these suspended particles of dirt carry the germs
of tuberculosis, of cerebo-spinal fever, of
pneumonia and other infectious diseases,
and yet the thoughtless housekeeper is
apparently unconscious of their multiple and threatening dangers.
Cleanliness and ventilation instead of
being considered guarantees of safety
disease are almost entirely ignorand windows are very often kept
closed during the entire winter for fear
of wasting heat. The exact contrary
should be the case, as the most beneficial warmth is obtained by the daily airing of all rooms and the systematic heating of the changed atmosphere. The
neglect of euch precaution explains why
apartments are generally overheated and
winter colds are so frequent.
It is not generally appreciated as a
fact that the dryer the air the more
beat is required to make the atmosphere
sensibly warmer to the body. Healthy
must have its normal ratio of
air
humidity, and vapor added to a dried
and ventilated atmosphere always makes
the latter more comfortable, even though
it marks corresponding lower temperature on the thermometer. But to make
the proper balance between indoor and
outdoor air we must admit enough of
the latter to make superheated atmos-

aainst

Velvet

Sponge Cake.

An old maid never loses interest in the
Beat two eggs very light, whip in a
man she might have married.
If he sucof sugar, then a cup of flour sifted
PLEASE SEND TOUR CATALOGUE
ceeds she prides herself on the fact that cup
has the best facilities in the world for she could have had him. If he fails she with a teaspoonful of baking powder.
GIVING FULL INFORMATION
beat in a gill of boiling water
young men and women.
is equally proud of the fact that she had Lastly,
and a teaspoonful of vanilla. Bake imNever has there been such a demand
foresight enough to torn him down.
mediately in a buttered tin In a wellfor young people who have a thorough
To
If you are troubled with indigestion, heated oven. The batter is thinner than
training for business. More than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss constipation, sour stomach, or any other ordinary cake batter.
Street,
graduates. Full information together pain, Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent will make yon well and keep you well.
Remove Tea Stains.
City or town, upon request. A call at the school will 35 cents. Tea or Tablets. F. A. ShurtTo remove old tea and coffee stains,
of
its
convince you
superiority. FALL leff à Co.; Orln Stevens.
wet the spot with cold water, cover with
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
and let stand a few hours.
State.
Aunt Jan»—Edith, didn't I see Mr. glycerine
BUSS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.
Then wash with cold water and soap.
Sweetsir kissing you in the ball last
if needed.
iflgbt? Edith—Yes; but it was only a re- Repeat
membrance of former days." "A sort of
souvenir spoon, I suppose you mean."
There are a number of so-called soFILL

OUT, CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.

FOR SALE|

WOOD ASHES
In any

quantity desired.

OAR LOAD

LOTS

A

"Any adventures during
bile ride to-day?"
"None to speak of. Ran

SPECIALTY.

two."
"For

For Price and Particular· address,

do

TNT.

Ik KM Yalta Μηρ InvM

Signature
et

over a

dog or

42-horse power maohine that's

no oough medicine so popular
Foley's Honey and Tar. It contains
or
opiates
poisons and never fails to

There is
is

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

Bears tin·

a

your automo-

■imply dlsgracefal!"

SIMON STAHL,
CASTORIA frw·*****

Foley's Honey and Tar always stops
the cough and heals the lungs. Refuse
substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

sure.

F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.

clothes?"

"Imaginary clothes,

ma'am."

March 23, 1904.
Dear Sirs:—
I have used your "L. F." Bitters for
There were two little ostriches living a number of years and find them just
had
hewhat they are recommended to be. The
011 the border of a desert who
for best family medicine we have ever used.
roine possessed of a greut fondness
Also have an uncle over (70) seventy
being among the notables. They wantyears of age, who says: "There is nothId
ed people to feel that they moved
ing that ever could take its place for
the best society. They longed to be him."
Respectfully,
seen in company with the celebrated
MRS. C. S. MOODY,
They always took
Mr. 8o-and-so.
Skowhegan, Me.
great pleasure in saying to their
R. F. D., No. 7.

An automobilist who was touring
through the country saw walking ahead
of him a man followed by a dog. As
the machine drew near them the dog
started suddenly to cross the road ; he
was

vos a

putty good dreamer.

ren

Street, New York.

terday,"

or

Crow."

Every

ert

wns

new

ostrich
that

aware

soon

on

the des-

they

set in their
tion.

pride

culiar feet

and

legs and

head very stiffly.
"It must be General

was an

had pecarried his

Nincumpoop,"

said the ostrich.

"My,
"Why,

how my wife does aggravate me."
you surprise me! She seems so

mild always—" "That's just it—her
awful meekness. Whenever we have an
argument and I'm in the right she always
says: Ό! very well, dear, have it your
own

way.'

"

Important to Mother·.
Examine carefully every bottle of 0ASTORIA,
a aafe and care remedy for infants and children,
and tee that It

him.
But when they came close by they
feathgrew suspicious, for out from the
ers there came a great black face and
two large black hands.
Terrilied, they started to run, but
it was too late, for behind a tree was
an ostrich hunter with a lasso, who
had them both in his power.
Love of notoriety was their ruin.—St.

soon

~

Bean the
Signature of
la Cm For Over 80 Year·.
The Kind Toe Bave Always Bought.

Falling

dent.

in love is often a

serious acci-

He—Will you marry me? She—You
must ask mamma. He—I don't want to
be your stepfather; I want to be your
husband. She—Why, you foolish boy, if

I marry you, you wouldn't be able even
He—Well—er—couldn't I
to dress me.
learn?

pears."

The traveler made ready to jump,
but the Jarvey laid a soothing hand on
his shoulder.
"Sit easy," he said reassuringly. "I'll
turn her Into the river at the bridge
l.elow here. Sure, that'll stop lier."

riage," said the young man.
"You're an idiot," said the irate father.
•tf know it, bat I didn't suppose yoa'd
object to another one in the family!"

of rheumatism, neuralgia, lumbago, pleurisy. No
matter what names the pains are called,
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea will
35 cents. Tea or
drive them away.
Taolets. F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin
Pain may go bv the

name

Stevens.

day.—New Idea.

lad given up."

F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

prove
examine the

}j

Petition for
)

Bankrupt.

me what
Mme it is? I've left my watch at my
:;unt's. Charlie—Awfully sorry, but I
can't. I've left mine at my uncle's.

cannot

palliate

KEW

ss.

by

Two Relative·.

j jC

I

CASTOR»

MS

^^✓(ookintj-ï^nges

have more improvements than all other ranges
M combined.
<S
Single Damper (patented) ; worth the price

λ

V
range. Saves fuel—saves worry.
never
leak.
Oven
Flues
Insure
bet;
Cup-Joint
of the

baking.
Improved Dock-Ash Grate (patented) ; makes a
better fire—one that will keep over night. Saves fuel.
Gas Shelf; goes on in place of the usual end shelf.
A supplementary gas range.
Our New Plain Designs—less nickel ornamentation—are making a hit. Artistic, handsome, easily kept
ter

Discharge.

petition,

Bess—Charlie, will you tell

>1 cl

%

/rawford

[) In Bankruptcy.

On this 4th day of Nov.. A. D. 1905, on readIt Is
ing the foregoing
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be ha·!
same on the 24th day of Nov., A. D
the
upon
11)05, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons in
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further Ordered
the Court, that the
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the lion. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the teal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 4th day of Nov.,
A. D. 1905.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest :-JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

sny the fashionable mother of today recognizes her
hi'.by only by looking at the nurse!
l'.i^iionable Mother (unmoved)—How
when
one
clever
•'Xtraordiuarlly
rlianges nurses so often! I always tell
•»urs by the baby carriage.

beauty

Maine,

h

TNI OCMTAUN IOMMNT. NCW TO·· crrr.

}

Bankrupt's

I

S

EXACT COPY OF WRABPER.

NOTICE.

Ill the matter of
JOSI&H H. FOX.

iiioii

DllSI

bankrupt,

ORDER OF NOTICE THKItKO.V.

Way.

clean.

SOLD BY

PROGRESSIVE DEALERS.

DECORATE.

Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every incli a king. Black stallion, white ankles
behind, 10 bauds, weighs 1100 pounds, owned by
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.

Sired by Dare D&yiL, 2.09, by Mambrino Kino, "The Handsomest Horse in
Jewel (Dam of Lord March, 2 111-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jewel.
King, (p) 2 19 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, right hind ankle
Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Ai.mort Jr., 1*2'.·.
white. Foaled June 8, 1886.
Record 2.20. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 .'1-4; Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; (Jlobe, 2.14 :'#-4:
Orvid. (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4; Ami 40 other·
in 2.30.

DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J.
TERMS : $25 TO WARRANT.

PARIS, MAINE.

WHÇELER, SOUTH

DIRECT.

COUNT

Foaled June 2-~>,
front ankles white, hind legs white.
1902. Bred at Village Farm.
Sibkd uv Direct Hal, 2.04 1-4.
.„
by Mambrino King, 12?.»
Dam, The Countess,
Dam of Chlmcshrlno (4), 2.28 1-4, sire ot KlorMa
Chimes (p), 2.16 1-4, ami 2 oilier* In 2.30.
.......
2d dam, Toilet,
by Almont, Jr., 1829.
Dam of KesMuary Legatee, 2.31 1-2; Geyser Hoy,
Black

colt, large stripe,

Wanted.
A boy old enough to do chores,
2.20 1-4.
for board and schooling, or an elder- 3d dam, Mermaid,
by Dictator, 113.
Sister of La Oscaletta, 2.2!) 3-4: £ramlum of
ly man to do chores.
Lucretla, 2.20; Maine, 2.27 1-2; "lain of Almont
Write for particulars to
Dictator, sire of 1.
L. M. BESSEY.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S STABLE, SOUTH PARIS,
R. F. D. No. i. West Paris, Me. TERMS: §2.") TO WARRANT. ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

eccen-

S^YCRK

"You Can Save Something
Every DayWith A New

No. 900

Glenwood
"Makes Cooking Easy"

Your Old Jtanjre -taken in JZxc/ianye·
I.W.SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

NASH,

j. WALDO

Macy Offering, Licensed Taxidermist,
Representing a Saving |
MASONIO BLOCK,
A

of 331 Per Cent.

You may And underskirts advertised and
sold for 99 centfl; It is not an unusual offer.
ΒΓΤ WHEN A JERSEY RIBBED
UNDERSKIRT Is sold at this price IT 18
UNUei'AIi. Every woman knows Its true
We offer you a limited quantity
value.
of comfortable, dressy and serviceable
underskirts of JERSEY, good heavy quality black ribbed JERSEY, with a deep
umbrella flounce of sateen, trimmed with
three small ruffles, each ruffle headed
with stitched band, tape draw string at
waist, at the remarkable price of....UOc.
Postage 18c. extra.

If you knew where you could purchase
ail your personal and household needs
most economically, got the best goods for
the least money, it would be foolish to buy
elsewhere. Wouldn't it? Have you yet
been educated up to buying your supplies
at the fountain head, In the greatest city

—

resting

NEW YORK.

In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
GUY POWERS,
of Woodstock, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of Guy Powers In the
County of Oxford anil district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on tne 21st day of
Oct., A. D. 1905, the said Guy Powers was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on the Hth day of Nov.,
A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other business as may properly
come before said meetingSouth Paris, Oct. £1, 1905.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

District of

Cynic (savagely)—They

J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had
a bad cold on my lungs and tried at
least a half dozen advertised cough medi-

A Collection of Idiots. "I want to ask
for the hand of your daughter in mar-

trustee,

bankruptcy

A POLICEMAN'S TESTIMONY.

cines and had treatment from two physicians without getting any benefit. A
friend recommended Foley's Honey and
Tar and two-thirds of a bottle cured me.
I consider it the greatest cough and lung
medicine In the world." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

a

transact

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

Facsimile Signature of

Alb

Wherefore he prays, that he m*y Iks decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
Acts, except such debts as are excepted oy law from sucn discharge.
Dated this 25th day of October, A. D. 1905.
JOSIAII H. FOX, Bankrupt.

"For your life don't touch the reins,"
the jarvey answered without tightening his grip. "Sure, they're as rotten

Even

*

Worms .Convulsions .Fcverishand Loss of Sleep.

JOSIAII

tricity.— Balzac.

JtmmSm*

ness

Hale, Judge of the
driver. In a breakneck race down a To the Hon. Clarence
District Court of the United States for the
hill he suddenly realized that the spirDistrict of Maine:
H. FOX, of Lovell, In the Counited little Irish mare was running
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said District, resuectfully represents, that on
away.
the 4th day of March, last past, he was duly
"Pull her up!" he shouted excitedly.
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
"Hold tight, your honor," returned relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surall his property and rights of property,
rendered
the Jarvey easily.
and has fully complied with all the requirements
"Pull her up!" agaiu commanded the of said Acts aDd of the orders of Court touching
hie bankruptcy.
traveler, making a grab for the reins.

A Bfttrr

*

A perfect Remedy for Constipation Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

such other business as may
properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 30, 1905.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
and

head, and they both advanced toward

They had been engaged for three
weeks.
"And am I the first man you ever
kissed?" he asked.
ciety women in New York to-day who
"Well," she replied, "yon are the first of the country, in NEW YORK? It la
Just as easy to buy them there, no matter
are indulging in a fad which they con- man that failed to ask me the question
sider is of great benefit to them physical- Immediately after we had osoalated for where you live, and very much cheaper.
know any place else you could
Do
ly and mentally. They are sleeping in the first time. It has taken yon nearly a buy you
the article described above at the
hammocks, which are hung in their bed- month to get around to it."
same price or anywhere near It?
rooms.
These hammocks are fitted np
This Is Just a sample of the bargains
most luxuriously and are made to reFoley's Honey and Tar for coughs and offered in our BOO page Catalogue,
safe
and
and
tested,
semble more a couoh than an ordinary wide; reliable, tried
which will be sent free opon request.
This book illustrates and describes our
hammock. In the bottom is placed an mre. F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.
Immense stock of merchandise
everyeider-down silk quilt, doubled three
"De trouble'boat the man dat bor- thing needed for men's or women's wear
times to make It soft: there are two
rows trouble," said anole Eben, 'Is dat or in the home. A General Encyclopedia
lace
and
feather pillows with dainty
of the Largest Dry Goods and Departsome of It to everybody
mnslln covering; a fine blanket and tie wants to pay
owin' to 'em or ment 8tore under one roof in this entire
It's
whether
lie
meeta,
sheet and another eider-down bed-quilt
country. A postal will bring you this catsot."
this most luxurious
complete

appoint

"Or Major Stick-in-the-mud," said the
other.
"At any rate," said both together,

as

Àlx.Smut*

iftïïaîSSufjtél·*
tSmd'

J

"You sign this deed of your own free
Louis Post-Dispatch.
you, madam?" asked the lawyer.
"What do you mean?" demanded the
large red-faced woman. "I mean there
A Fall Stop.
has been no compulsion on the part of
A returned traveler who spent half
she
your husband, has there?" "Him!"
of his holiday lu a tour of Ireland
ejaculated, turning to look at the meek brought back a sample of the happylittle man sitting beside her, "I'd like to
go-lucky wit of the Irish "Jarvey" or
see him try and compulse me."
HE COULD HAKDLY UifiT Ul*.

JW-

In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy
LORING H. ROBERTS,
of Rumford Falls, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Lorlng II. Rol>erts In the
County of Oxfonl and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 2tfth dav of
Oct., A. D. 190!), the said Lorlng H. Roberts
was duly a<ljudlcated bankrupt; and that the first
meeting of his creditors will lie held at the
Court House, In South Paris, on the 15th
day of Noveml>er, A. D. 1905. at 10 o'clock
at which time the said
In the forenoon,
their claims,
creditors may attend,

them u

of

faxiM* SJH-

NOTICE.

fur the

One day while walking out
air they saw coming toward
It
uew figure in the desert.
ostrich of enormous size. He

Signature

JèafiecfOUIïSiHUnJITQBR

A true

and refused instruc-

Bears the

H11.1) Κ1. Ν

Opium,Morphine nor Mineral
NotNarcotic.

ADDISON E. HERKICK, Judge of said Court·
copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.

were

sizing him up. Their good parents had
warned them of their folly, saying no
good would come of It, but they were

/(

.M W ί S

Promotes Digestion.CheerfulnessandRest.Contains neither

MAGGIE CORDWELL, of Paris; pet'tlon
that her name be changed to Maggie Glover presented by said Maggie Cordwcll.

will, do

P. H. Daffy of Ashley, 111., writes,
"This is to certify that I have taken two
bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure and it has
helped me more than any other medicine. I tried many advertised remedies,
but none of them gave me any relief.
My druggist recommended Foley's Kidney Cure and it has cured me. Before
commencing its uee I was in such shape
that I coula hardly get up when once
down." F. ▲. Sburtleff A Co.

l

STEPHEN S. PACKARD, late of Albany, deceased ; first account presented for allowance by
E. F. Smith, administrator.

"we can't afTord to miss bis acquaintThe figure stood nodding its

For their benefit we prepare
Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. Except that
it is liquid it is in all respects like the
healing, helpful, pain-allaying Cream
Balm that the public has been familiar
with for years. No cocaine nor other
dangerous drug in it. JTbe soothing
spray relieves at once and cure is certain.
All druggists, 75 cents, including spraying tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., 58 War-

ÎUja-

published

friends, "My friend, Mr. Biggest-in-theBuncii, and I ute gravel together yes-

Always Bought

ÀVegefahle Preparalionfor As

To all itersons Interested In either of the Kslah
hereinafter named :
At a 1'robato Court, held at Parla, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Oct., In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and live.
having t>een presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter lndloated. It 1* hereby Obwkred:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at 8outh
Paris, In said County, tnat they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of November, A. D. l'JUS, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

OUT FllOM THE FEATHERS CAME A CHEAT
BLACK FACE

For Infante and Children.

The Kind You Have

PROBATE NOTICE**.

Many sufferers from nasal catarrh say ance."
they get splendid results by using an

atomizer.

iiiiiiiiuwiiai

To keep well, beyond the usual active time of life, is a blessing. But it is
easily done if you use the True "L. F."
Atwood's Bitters.

"When I dined with Mrs.
Head-in-the-Sand at Castle Cranky-

An Incident of the Road.
(Harper's Weekly.)

place. The hammocks are made to hang
"I take notice," said Unole Eben, "dat
W. ▲. Herren of Finch, Ark., writes,
and are tied to a screw In the
stationary
ie man who tells yon how easy it is to be1 wall
by means of a cord with a silk cov- 1 Ί wish to report that Foley's Kidney
contented wif salt po'k an' beans giner'ly
ering. This Is a ted whioh is being Jure bas ο urea a terrible oase of kidney
lias as fine a appetite for fried chicken as much talked of in New York society to- ι ind bladder trouble that two doctors

inybody."

Too Fond of Notoriety

that line?"

on

"Yea, ma'am," was the unexpected
reply.
"Indeed," exclaimed the teacher,
rather disappointed; "and what sort of

CASTORIfl

A Good Record for "L. F's."

revolves," answered the boy
promptly.
"Very good," exclaimed the teacher,
much pleased. "And conld you hang

clothes

at 70

Healthy

Folk?

Li tilt

earth

Winkle—After all, the first year of
married life is the most unhappy, don't
you think?
Tod—Oh, yes. It takes about that
phere impossible night or day.
long for a man to learn how to conceal
for a cool feeling.
It may be surprising to many to learn
things from his wife.
during even the colder months how
much such a custom will conduce to the
Key to the Pnaxler.
Many children inherit constitutions
No. 290.—Charade: Fish, err, man- health and welfare of the family. At weak and feeble, others due to childhood
well
to
start
all events it is worth while
Hollister's Rocky Mountain
troubles.
fisherman.
and do the "cleaning" in the proper and Tea will positively cure children and
No. 297.—Indian Tribes: 1. Sioux. 2.
rational way while we are about it.
make them strong. 35 cents. Tea or
Navajo.
Last winter there was an alarming Tablets. F. A. Snurtleff A Co.; Orin
No. 298.—Double Curtailings: 1. Dogepidemic of spotted fever, due, it is Stevens.
ma. 2. Dry-ad. 3. Fag-ot.
claimed, to unhygienic homes. Are we
Was not this Chicago merchant justiNo. 299.—Metagram: Nat, mat, rat, to repeat these sad experiences by any
neglect of duty to ourselves and others? fied? "I hear you have discontinued the
sat bat, cat, hat. fat.
we custom of giving your clerks a raise
No. 309.—Anagrams: 1. Russia. 2. If we must meet any new epidemic
should at least go into the fight.with when they take a wife," said the visitor.
America.
"I have, indeed," replied the great
clean decks and clear conscience.—Sx.
No. 301.—Alliterations: O, C, S; Q, L,
merchant.
C; H. 8. T.
"Why so?"
To Clean Greasy (liasses.
No. 302.—Hidden States: 1. Dela"Well, the last clerk was a Mormon
A thick paste made of soda and water and came for a raise four times in a
ware.
2. New York. 3. Texas.
is excellent to clean glasses in which ice
month."
Να 303.—Added Letters: 1. Oxen,
cream or any greasy subs tan oe has been
oxygen. 2. Pier, spider. 3. Pea, drapa standing. It in too great a hurry to
ANXIOUS MOMENTS.
4. Kin, drink.
make a paste, dip your fingers in water
Some of the most anxious hours of a
and then in dry eoda and rub aroand the
mother's life are those when the little
PHYSICIANS PRESCRIBE IT.
part of the glass to which the grease ad- ones of the household have the oroup.
it will disand
notice
bow
heres
quickly
broad
minded
Many
physicians preThere is no other medicine so effective
scribe Foley's Honey and Tar, as they appear, also how the glass will shine
in this terrible malady as Foley's Honey
have never found so safe and reliable a after this treatment. Lamp chimneys
is a household favorite for
in this and Tar. It
treated
will
shine
like
for
throat
crystal
and
troubles
as
remedy
lung
throat and lung troubles, and as it conthis great medicine. P. ▲. Shurtleff A manner.
tains no opiates or other poisons, it can
Co.
be safely given. F. A. Shnrt'eff A Co.
—

Por

ΛπΙπ>Μ Story

AO

is the axis of the earth?"
"An imaginary line which passes from
one pole to the other and on which the

hit by the car and killed immediately. The motorist stopped his machine
and approached the owner. "I'm very
sorry, my man, that this has happened,"
Air
Necessities
be said. "Will $5 fix it?"
Sunlight and Fresh
of a Healthy Home.
"Oh, yea," said the man; "|5 will fix
I guess."
The late Dr. S. Oakley Vanderpoel, it,
Pocketing the money as the car disapwho was a most efficieet health officer,
in the distance, he looked down
in answer to a question regarding the best peared
at the dead animal.
disinfectants for an infected ship, replied
"I wonder whose dog it was," he said.
that he was always satisfied when he
could allow the fresh winds of the bay
An Expert Opinion. J.key (who has
to sweep through the cabins, and the been
reading.—Fader, can anybody get
sunshine to paralyze and kill the noxious rich
"beyond der dreams of afarice"?
agents. This was before the days of
His Father—I t'ink nod, {key. Afarice

smoothly.

Lowney Co.,

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

NEWS-

ϋο. SIM.—Hidden Name Pnaile.

not

Builders' Finish !

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

DAILY

His last typewritten letter had
Eleven errors; that was bad.

BOSTON.

Crayon, Water color,

A

A San Francisco sinecure.

Mo.

Έ· Walter M.

High Grade Portrait Work

AS

Ills office might be called. I'm sure,

possible.

price.

Mouldings s,JL

GOOD

The seats are moved Into the hall;
They're high and low and large and
small.

Such cocoa as Lowney's, if
made abroad and duties paid,
would cost double the Lowney

Mats, Mirrors

AS

yet.

We've time lo trim this corner

choicest cocoa beans
ground to flour fineness.
The result is the most delicious, purest and finest fla-

and Pictures,

ALMOST

Au extra cedar you must get;

the

Picture Frames

—

Word

—

Lowney's

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Tuesday, Aug. let, and ist Tuesday
Office
of each following month.

Nichols St.,

301).—Concealed'

loaded with ground cocoashells, flour, starch, or other
adulterants.
It consists of nothing but

Oculist,

in

3. Triply behead pacified and leave
relieved.
that women should rest as much as
4. Triply behead a counterpane and
possible while doing their work. So her
leave to unfurl.
kitchen contained many labor saving deδ. Triply behead certain aromatic vices, and among them was a table
seeds and leave at a distance.
of convenient height for washing dishes
to
0. Triply behead scorched and leave sitting down. She taught us first
clear the plates and other dishea of all
a color.
particles of food, arrange them neatly in
No. SOO.—Two Bird·.
pi lee, have everything ready, soap, water
and towels, tben sit down until the last
1. I am a dupe.
No matter
one is washed and dried.
2. I come from the happiest climes.
how few there were, mother always insisted on us sitting down while washing
No. 307.—Geographical EnlKma.
them.
A most convenient thin# to have,
"We used to think it funny for us
Though hard to get anil worse to save.
girls to sit down as we were eeldom tired,
A silent, calm, far stretching pool;
but mother said it was well for us to
In winter Ice. In summer cool.
form the habit of resting as much as
A land of lakes and hill· and rice,
Whos· eliawls are costly gifts of price. possible, and perhaps the day would
come when we would be glAd of it.
No. 30H.-—Revereal·.
"And, indeed," Mrs. Collier ended
a time I
1. Reverse a low cart aud make an with a tender smile, "many
have been thankful for the training."
inclosure.
"I am going to try that plan myself,"
2. Reverse a musical pipe and make
said Mrs. Low.—Ex.
u wild animal.

Some are blacker
but
colored chemically
inferior in real strength.

vored

&

qualified.

equals Lowney's

—

CALVIN AUSTIN Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Eyes

cocoa

strength.

in

•teamen

:3ο A. m. to 4
Examined free.

1. Triply behead dismissal from office and leave to accuse.
2. Triply behead competent and leave

β. But his desertion we'll not mind;
Enough there are for work Inclined.

p. M.

ίο

great general.

a

5.

Superb new steamers oi this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, ami India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at

hours,

SOO.—Triple Beheading·.
When the following words have been
triply beheaded the Initials of the remaining words will spell the name ol
IVo.

4.

Fare $1.25.

Dr. Austin

5. Change bell to ring in seven moves.

3. Bam uses quite a space that might
Be ours for tables here tonight.

HOKTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

LISCOMB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

moves.

3.

Portland Division.

F.

✓

2. Change cat to dog In three moves.
3. Change rose to pink in four moves.
4. Change silk to wool in seven

L

I

J.

mores.

foui

Sqaare.
One word is concealed In each couplet

Sold by Γ. ▲. Sburtleff à Co.

7

No. S04.—Word ChaagM.
Change mule to goat in

1.

ϋο.

E.C. DeWitt < Co., cue·!·

Couldn't Break the News.
(WMfalBftOB P(Mt.)
Senator Dubois of Idaho waa United
ladl
to
the
of
Intereet
OorraapondeBOe on toptaa
Statee marshal there daring the TerriU «oOcltea. Addreaa: Bdltor HflMUMM
torial daja. A certain tenderfoot from
COLumi, Oxford Democrat, Parla. Maine.
the Eaat came to Blaokfoot with a large
roll of monev to bay a ranch, bat fell
Washing Dishes.
into the handa of a well-known gambler,
"Good morning, why, what are you who got him into a poker game.
"The gambler bet 12 on a hand," aaid
doing," exclaimed Mr*. Low aa she entered her neighbor's kitchen, "waehing 3enator Dubois, "and the tenderfoot
dishes sitting down?"
raised him 912.
"
aaid the
"I'll jaat raise that $150,
"Yes, why not?" queried Mra. Collier,
her
for
visitor,
gambler, ahoving in hla money.
drawing forward a chair
To the astonishment of everybody
"don't you think that la the best way?"
"I don't know, I never tried It. I do the tenderfoot saw the raise.
"What on earth have yon got, anymine standing and sometimes I am so
tired I a'most drop."
way,n asked the surprised gambler.
"▲ pair of kings," answered the
"That's a pity," remarked Mra. Collier, "but if you try my plan you will not tenderfoot, showing them.
feel like that"
"Say, Bill,** aaid the gambler, taming
"Then suppose you tell me about it," to a friend with a look of disgust on his
is any face, "tell him they're good—I can't."
suggested her friend, "if there like
to
easier method than mine I would
A teacher in one of the Portland
hear about it."
"Well, I learned It from my mother schools tells a story about a class of
examined in geogmany years ago," began Mrs. Collier. boys who were being
"She was a splendid housekeeper and raphy. Turning to one of them who
trained her daughters wisely in the art; bad been particularly smart during the
and one of her theories regarding it was examination, the teacher asked: "What

EOMEMAKEES' COLUMN.

alogue free. Address Room 201.

R. H. MACY <a CO,
NEW YORK.

ΓβΙβρΗοηβ Connection.

CASTORIA

For Infants and Children.

Tbi Kind You Han Always Bought

NORWAY.

|

If you

now

Ε. λ. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

150 Nismh St., Ν. Y. Trtmont Tempi·, BOSTON

Agent·.
D.

M.

Fresh meats of all kinds constantly on
land.
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Fresh fish arrives every Monday after100η and Thursday morning.
Am shipping live stock every week,
ind paying full market price.

T. Tbayerf

IABKET SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS.

Roofing

It will save you
and book on "Building Economy."
money. Don't tuko a cheap imitation. Get the genuine—
tko roof that lasts. A complete routing
kit in every roll

TTT A YBR'S

Meat Market.

good,

really is ; if you only knew how easily it can bo
put on and how long it lasts; if you only know
what a good all-round roof it is, you would save
money by using it for every building on the place.
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
any one can lay it. Let ua prove to you what the
genuine l'aroid Roofing will do.
Send for Free Sample

—

O. FROTH INGHAM, South Parti.
FRENCH, Norway.

knew how

Paroid

1237 Farm Hunters answered ourucws[liiper advertising during July.
If you want to pet α quirk, cash pale
ivritc today for our FltKE description
•lunks, so that your farm may be brought
•j the attention of these Farm Buyers.
We require 110 advance payment
'Strout's Bargain List" of big trades
mailed free.

W.

only

durable, how satisfactory

'

I

S. P. MAXIM &

SOX,

AGENTS,
South Paris,

CASTORIA For loftnts and Chidren.
Ill KUYN «II» JUwiemM

Maine.

Bears the

Signature
of

MK.

